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Abstract

Resisting style and autographic presence and working in a way that is frequently not 
central but rather in between, behind, or to the side, this thesis combines two related 
endeavours: (1) the attempt to develop, through an open-ended series of artifacts and 
exhibitions, an approach to working, employing (often collaborative) strategies of 
invisibility and the “super normal,” quotation and mimicry, tinkering, and “radical 
editing”; and (2) a practical investigation of the essential role of documentation—in 
particular photography, writing and language, and typography as they coalesce in printed 
ephemera—in art and design practices that are inconspicuous, ephemeral, or immaterial: 
how documentation reveals and preserves work that by its nature may not be evident or 
durable; how an art/design practice can occupy this role, contributing to the organization, 
presentation, and distribution of material while being inconspicuous or invisible itself; and 
how, in turn, this practice is made visible, if at all. These concerns have converged across a 
series of (often interrelated) projects, exhibitions, and publications in an ongoing process 
which the thesis exhibition continues, excerpts from, and documents.

The thesis privileges acts of observation, selection, organization (or disorganization 
or reorganization), clarification (or obfuscation), preservation, restoration, and alteration 
over acts of “creation,” and at the same time it embraces the fingerprints that accumulate 
through these procedures, multiplying across iterations which become variations which 
incrementally become new things: these fingerprints are the marks of continuous work.

The final exhibition was to include a bronze plaque, a statuette, and printed 
matter, including several “appendices” disconnected from a main text: a book 
documenting a series of fifteen exhibitions over the past eleven months, two volumes of 
photographs of refuse taken over the course of the fall and winter terms, and others. The 
work would also have extended to collaborative projects presented in the two simultaneous 
thesis exhibitions—Aisha Ali’s and Atanas Bozdarov’s—with which this one would have 
been interspersed, continuing the spirit of blurred and multiple authorship that has 
produced much of the work of the past year and a half or so. The exhibitions would have 
shared three rooms and the circulation space between them; this document includes a 
preliminary scheme for the exhibition as it might have looked.
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Mr Hackett turned the corner and saw, in the failing light, at some little distance, 
his seat. It seemed to be occupied. This seat, the property very likely of the 
municipality, or of the public, was of course not his, but he thought of it as his. 
This was Mr Hackett’s attitude towards things that pleased him. He knew they 
were not his, but he thought of them as his. He knew they were not his, because 
they pleased him.
 —Samuel Beckett, Watt
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Introduction: The Crystal Goblet, Invisibility, Fingerprints

It has the merit of looking as if it had not been designed by anyone in particular.
 —Stanley Morison on Times New Roman

In the 1932 essay “The Crystal Goblet, or Printing Should Be Invisible,” Beatrice Warde 
famously illustrates her argument for an appropriate typography and for the proper role 
of the typographer with the analogy of the crystal wine glass: “Now the man who first 
chose glass instead of clay or metal to hold his wine was a ‘modernist’ in the sense in which 
I am going to use that term. That is, the first thing he asked of this particular object was 
not ‘How should it look?’ but ‘What must it do?’ and to that extent all good typography is 
modernist.”1 Setting aside the question of how type must look to do what it must do, we 
can take Warde’s point that “type well used is invisible as type, just as the perfect talking 
voice is the unnoticed vehicle for the transmission of words, ideas.”2

No doubt recalling Warde’s dictum, Kai Bernau, who with his typeface Neutral set 
out to produce something so ordinary that it would be certain to leave “the character of the 
written material untouched by the character of the typeface design,”3 turns to the analogy 
of the drinking glass to explain the context-dependent concept of neutrality: “if I asked 
you to draw a water glass, I could be quite certain that you would draw a cylinder (or more 
precisely, a conical frustum) within a rather narrow range of parameters. These Ideas are 
not innate, but are acquired from our cultural background, which is why Neutral could be 
neutral in our culture, but not, for example, in Elizabethan England.”4 Undertaken nearly 
seventy-five years after Warde wrote and concentrating her argument down to the scale of 
individual characters, Bernau’s approach was to systematically average the key elements 
of letterforms: “Neutral’s proportions are as average as was possible, to make a typeface as 
unnoticeable as possible.”5

Writing around the same time as Bernau, the industrial designer Jasper Morrison 
likewise uses the example of a glass to explain the development of an anonymous, 
“unpretentious” found object into a design for mass production through processes of 
selection, distillation, and tinkering: “I’d tried a few times to design some drinking glasses 

1  Beatrice Warde, “The Crystal Goblet, or Printing Should Be Invisible” (1932), in The 
Crystal Goblet: Sixteen Essays on Typography, ed. Henry Jacob (Cleveland and New York: World 
Publishing Company, 1956), 12.

2  Warde, “The Crystal Goblet,” 13. Warde was not alone in calling for this strange monotone 
voice, and the demand for invisibility has ranged from the scale of the individual character—the 
Dutch graphic designer Piet Zwart said “the more uninteresting a letter, the more useful it is to 
the typographer”—to the uniform grey value of the page composed of them. Zwart, quoted in 
Ellen Lupton, “Piet Zwart: Poster for Laga, 1922; Advertisement for Housing Rental Office, 1923; 
Advertisement for Vickers House, 1923,” in Engineer, Agitator, Constructor: The Artist Reinvented, 
1918–1939, ed. Jodi Hauptman and Adrian Sudhalter (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 
forthcoming 2020), 239.

3  Kai Bernau, “An Idea of a Typeface,” Typotheque, 21 March 2014, https://www.
typotheque.com/articles/an-idea-of-a-typeface.

4  Bernau, “An Idea of a Typeface.”
5  Bernau, “An Idea of a Typeface.”
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and found it to be one of the most difficult projects. Then one day I found some antique 
stem glasses in a junk shop in Paris. After using them for a few years I understood how 
perfectly unpretentious they were and what great atmosphere they gave to the table. 
[. . .] As the originals were hand-blown each of them was a slightly different shape so I 
spent some time working out which was the best of them and then recreated the line as 
a computer drawing and modified it again very slightly to give it exactly the character I 
wanted. Then I enlarged the foot, which seemed to balance the bowl better, and the molds 
were made from that finished outline. The new glass was slightly different, yet related to 
the old ones, lacking their variety of shapes and yet having a certain strength of character 
to substitute for the lost charm.”6

In these accounts, a proclivity for making—from the meticulous work of the 
twentieth-century typesetter attending to tens of thousands of little metal slivers of 
backwards type to the computational tinkering of the two twenty-first-century designers 
minutely adjusting found objects (precedent typefaces, second-hand glasses)—is 
combined with an inclination to let that work recede into the background, and in doing 
so allow other things to come forward: the analytic procedures of the type designer 
systematically distilling a range of ordinary typefaces in the attempt to draw an even more 
ordinary one, the invisibility of the typeset page, the industrial designer who eschews 
novelty, originality, the autographic in favour of subtly tuning the tried-and-true ordinary 
object. And yet even when we are inclined to choose invisibility over visibility, to select 
or produce the most transparent of transparent vessels, we know what happens to the 
pristine clarity of crystal goblets when we handle them—we’ve seen the sunlight strike the 
surfaces of their disordered ranks in the morning. In one of the interviews he conducted 
for his thesis “Subtle Expression in Typography,” Arve Båtevik asks Christian Schwartz, 
the designer of the Helvetica “restoration”7 Neue Haas Grotesk, whether the differences 
between his type revivals and the originals are intentional. Schwartz’s response is perfectly 
clear: “I think that if you are touching something, it’s impossible not to leave your 
fingerprints on it.”8

Aligned with these ways of working, this project is in part an attempt to resist style 
and autographic presence and to produce work that does not assume a central position, 
but instead takes one in between, behind, or to the side. As such it privileges acts of 
observation, selection, organization (or disorganization or reorganization), clarification 
(or obfuscation), preservation, restoration, and alteration over acts of “creation.” At the 
same time, it embraces the fingerprints that inevitably accumulate, multiplying across 
iterations which become variations which incrementally become new things. These 
fingerprints are the traces left by an ongoing process—the marks of continuous work.

The thesis is part of the process of formulating a hybrid art/design practice that 
relies on collaborative approaches, abandons or obscures the frequently autographic 
character of art and design work, embraces anonymity, and resists spectacle—as Robert 

6  Jasper Morrison, A Book of Things (2015; Zurich: Lars Müller, 2017), 6.
7  Christian Schwartz, interview by Arve Båtevik for the BA thesis “Subtle Expression in 

Typography,” New York, 20 March 2015, http://arvebaat.com/christian-schwartz.html.
8  Schwartz, interview by Arve Båtevik. In a similar vein, John Baldessari said that “even if 

you try to be artless, your taste is going to show its hand. So why not work on something else?” John 
Baldessari, “Conceptual Alchemy: A Conversation with John Baldessari,” interview by Sidra Stich, 
American Art 19, no. 1 (Spring 2005), 63.
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Bresson wrote, “against tactics of speed, of noise, set tactics of slowness, of silence.”9 
To this end it combines two related endeavours: (1) the attempt to develop, through an 
open-ended series of artifacts and exhibitions, an approach to working, employing (often 
collaborative) strategies of invisibility and the super normal, quotation and mimicry, 
tinkering, and “radical editing”; and (2) a practical investigation of the central role of 
documentation—in particular photography, writing and language, and typography as 
they coalesce in printed ephemera—in art and design practices that are inconspicuous, 
ephemeral, or immaterial: how documentation reveals and preserves work that by 
its nature may not be evident or durable; how an art/design practice can occupy this 
role, contributing to the organization, presentation, and distribution of material 
while being inconspicuous or invisible itself;10 and how, in turn, this practice is made 
visible, if at all. These concerns have intersected across a series of (often interrelated) 
projects, exhibitions, and publications over the past year and a half or so in an ongoing 
process which the thesis continues, excerpts from, and documents. In the end, process, 
completed work, and documentation converge in a collection of material objects that are 
retrospective, present, and perhaps even oriented towards the future.

A poem by Julia Vinograd reads:

 Everything is permitted,
 but nothing is taken seriously.11

It could be said of the work of this thesis, particularly the series of collaborative works and 
exhibitions, that everything was permitted, but everything was taken seriously.

9  Robert Bresson, Notes on the Cinematographer (Notes sur le cinématographe, 1975), trans. 
Jonathan Griffin (Copenhagen: Green Integer, 1997), 63.

10  Kenya Hara has said that “the ability of the graphic designer is editing many pieces of 
information together.” Hara, “Kenya Hara: The Role of the Designer is Changing,” Design Indaba, 
uploaded 29 October 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FgQq09wMTbs.

11  Julia Vinograd, “Street Morality,” in Berkeley Street Cannibals: New and Selected Work, 
1969–1976 (Berkeley: Oyez, 1976), 7. It goes without saying that in comparable circles nowadays, 
nothing is permitted and everything is taken seriously (hi, Ali).
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Generic Objects, Super Normal, Invisibility/Visibility, Documentation

I like everything that has no style: dictionaries, photographs, nature, myself 
and my paintings. (Because style is violence, and I am not violent.)
 —Gerhard Richter, “Notes, 1964–1965”

What form does invisibility take in art and design, and how do we see work that is 
predicated on being invisible, or notice objects that are designed to be as ordinary as 
possible? How do invisible things come to appear, without becoming visible things?

In “After Conceptual Art: Joe Scanlan’s Nesting Bookcases, Duchamp, Design and 
the Impossibility of Disappearing,” Michael Newman examines the tendency in certain 
modes of art and design production since Conceptual art to attempt to disappear “either 
into function . . . or into vernacular (an object that disappears into type),”12 arguing that 
what “defines post-Conceptual art” is precisely the “alignment of the desire to disappear 
with the acknowledgement of the impossibility of disappearing.”13 In contemporary art 
and design, this tendency is crystalized in the intentionally generic form: “For an object to 
become generic means it has to have achieved a peculiar form of visibility: a visibility that, 
to be more precise, involves a degree of invisibility.”14 

In design, the (superlatively) generic object was perhaps most compellingly 
isolated and analyzed by Naoto Fukasawa and Jasper Morrison in the 2006 exhibition 
Super Normal and its accompanying publications.15 Morrison has described super 
normal objects as those which “represent an end game in an objects typology,” or are “so 
recognisable as the most normal example of a particular type of object . . . that they acquire 
a higher level of normality or effortless familiarity than any other example,” or seem 
to work “so naturally that their use is instinctive or even subconscious (a paperclip, for 
example, or a Bic lighter) and we take them completely for granted, or more subjectively 
perhaps . . . attach themselves to our everyday existence in a way that would leave us at 
a loss without them.”16 Shaped as much by the practical necessities of manufacturing as 
by function and convention, the super normal object has settled into itself to the point of 
becoming generic. It distils the whole range of similar objects to the extent that it appears to 
be absolutely commonplace—at least until we try to find such an object, at which point we 
begin to sense how, in the super normal, the ordinary and the extraordinary become one.

This category of things should not be confused with the ideology of “good form” 
(Die gute Form) espoused by the Swiss Werkbund in the 1950s and 1960s,17 or with the 

12  Michael Newman, “After Conceptual Art: Joe Scanlan’s Nesting Bookcases, Duchamp, 
Design and the Impossibility of Disappearing,” in Rewriting Conceptual Art, ed. Newman and Jon 
Bird (London: Reaktion, 1999), 207.

13  Newman, “After Conceptual Art,” 206.
14  Newman, “After Conceptual Art,” 211.
15  See Naoto Fukasawa and Jasper Morrison, Super Normal, ex. cat. (n.p.: Lars Müller, 

2006); and Naoto Fukasawa and Jasper Morrison, Super Normal: Sensations of the Ordinary 
(Zurich: Lars Müller, 2007).

16  Jasper Morrison, A Book of Things (2015; Zurich: Lars Müller, 2017), 78.
17  See 30 Years of Swiss Typographic Discourse in the Typografische Monatsblätter, ed. 

Louise Paradis with Roland Früh and François Rappo (Zurich: Lars Müller, 2013), 64–70.
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sort of overdesigning that the typographer Oswald Cooper was thinking of when he said 
that “if William Caslon had improved his types as much as they have since been improved 
by others they would not have endured, for sleek perfection palls on the imperfect persons 
who buy and use type.”18 It is perhaps more in line with William Wurster’s advice to 
his fellow architects to “do the thing which leaves room for the growth of the occupant 
without his scraping his knuckles against your arbitrary decisions with each change in his 
development,”19 or with Robert Bresson’s formulation “passionate for the appropriate.”20 
Importantly, in fact, though all of the things he names are designed, Morrison 
differentiates between “normal” objects and “design”: “In the absence of any examples of 
normal in a specific category, a design may take the place of the missing Normal item.”21

The genesis of the super normal concept and exhibition was precisely the 
set of ordinary, somewhat clunky wine glasses from which Morrison derived his own 
glass design, but the orientation towards perfect ordinariness and invisibility is most 
evident in Fukasawa’s industrial design work, which has included designing—generally 
anonymously—products for the Japanese company Muji (“no brand goods”). According 
to Fukasawa, “designers generally do not think to design the ‘ordinary.’ If anything, they 
live in fear of people saying their designs are ‘nothing special’ . . . ‘normal’ has come to 
mean ‘unstimulating’ or ‘boring’ design.”22 Being of the opposite inclination, Fukasawa 
has written, for example, of choosing “colours that, as far as possible, had no pretensions, 
colours that had no individuality,”23 and of “the possibility of erasing the existence of 
things.”24 In a 2016 lecture, he speaks in terms of a certain expectedness: “chair looks 
like a chair, light looks like a light, clock looks like a clock.”25 His approach suggests 
how “super normal” does not so much describe the levelling of things—whether up or 
down—as it does a process of typological distillation in which not only the novelty and 
extravagance of the self-consciously designed object but also the blunders and indecencies 
of the ill-considered one all melt away, leaving the restful adequacy of things that don’t 
call attention to themselves. We can begin to discern a condition in which objects might 
somehow go back to just being objects, instead of always being commodities, and a path 
that might—were it not littered with a thousand insurmountable obstacles—lead us away 

18  Quoted in Steven Heller, “Telling and Selling: Oz Cooper, 1879–1940,” Eye 7 (1992), 41. 
Heller’s source seems to be The Book of Oz Cooper (Chicago: Society of Typographic Arts, 1949).

19  William Wurster, “The Twentieth Century Architect,” lecture, 1948, quoted in Richard C. 
Peters, “W. W. Wurster,” Journal of Architectural Education 33, no. 2 (November 1979): 38.

20  Robert Bresson, Notes on the Cinematographer (Notes sur le cinématographe, 1975), trans. 
Jonathan Griffin (Copenhagen: Green Integer, 1997), 27.

21  Morrison, A Book of Things, 78. Similarly, “Jan Tschichold felt typefaces like Gill Sans 
and Futura were too ‘designed’ for his 1928 book Die neue Typografie (The New Typography). 
He preferred the more neutral and anonymous quality of the earlier grotesques such as Akzidenz 
Grotesk, Venus, and other similar typefaces.” Victor Malsy and Lars Müller, eds., Helvetica Forever: 
Story of a Typeface (Baden: Lars Müller, 2011), 116.

22  Naoto Fukasawa (London and New York: Phaidon, 2007), 20.
23  Naoto Fukasawa, “No Silver Metallic Paint,” in Naoto Fukasawa, 75.
24  Naoto Fukasawa, “Erasing Physical Existence,” in Naoto Fukasawa, 22.
25  Naoto Fukasawa, “Naoto Fukusawa on Why Objects Shouldn’t Stand Out Too Much,” 

Design Indaba, uploaded 13 May 2016, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VRt_1-QKmw8.
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from the dissatisfaction of commodity fetishism, of perpetual wanting.26

According to Silvana Annicchiarico, the “preeminent quality” of the super-
normal object “consists in the capacity to conceal its features until they become virtually 
invisible”27—much the same quality that Newman attributes to the generic form. This 
produces a certain “ambivalence” in super normal objects such as those designed by 
Fukasawa, which Annicchiarico elliptically explains: “By making them so ‘normal,’ they 
aren’t normal anymore, they become both ‘normal’ and ‘exceptional’ at the same time. So 
exceptional they seem normal. In other words, they are not perceived or perceivable as 
exceptional.”28

If these chair-looking chairs, light-looking lights, and clock-looking clocks—to say 
nothing of the pens, grocery baskets, and garbage cans—go unnoticed in their everyday 
environments, where their special quality of not being “perceivable as exceptional” is 
successfully performed, they appear very plainly when isolated in the Super Normal 
exhibitions and publications. And in Newman’s analysis it is indeed through the 
machinations of documentation that the generic object (the bookshelf that looks like a 
bookshelf, in Scanlan’s case) is made perceivable—an operation Newman traces back to 
the circumstances surrounding Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain (1917). Fountain did more 
than appear to be the ordinary object that it was: it went a little further and did not appear 
at all, the pseudonymous submission having been rejected and suppressed in the American 
Society of Independent Artists exhibition. Its first appearance came soon afterwards in an 
anonymously authored defence in The Blind Man, that article marking the beginning of 
the work’s visibility. (This is a sequence of events that we will see repeated later.)

Documentation is also the way we see works that are literally not perceivable, 
either because it was the nature of the work to be imperceptible (most famously, Robert 

26  This is not a question of “functionalism.” As David Pye writes, “the concept of function 
in design, and even the doctrine of functionalism, might be worth a little attention if things ever 
worked. It is, however, obvious that they do not. Indeed, I have sometimes wondered whether our 
unconscious motive for doing so much useless work is to show that if we cannot make things work 
properly we can at least make them presentable. Nothing we design or make ever really works. We 
can always say what it ought to do, but that it never does. [. . .] Every thing we design and make is 
an improvisation, a lash-up, something inept and provisional. We live like castaways. But even at 
that we can be debonair and make the best of it. If we cannot have our way in performance we will 
have it in appearance.” Pye, The Nature of Design (London: Studio Vista; New York: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1964), 10. Fukasawa has written of his design for a humidifier: “you can’t say that this 
humidifier is a shape that has functional meaning. But it has the elements of being a shape that is 
loveable, that people get attached to. There’s no such thing as a shape having to have a functional 
meaning. However, if we determine meaning from the conditions in which something is used and 
from the reasons a product is necessary, then perhaps it would be fair to say that a shape whose 
elements endear themselves to the user is one such functional meaning.” Fukasawa, “A Meaningless 
Shape that People Like,” in Naoto Fukasawa, 76. Here Fukasawa’s thinking aligns with Jonathan 
Flatley’s concept of “liking,” and thus also with one of the several lost versions of this thesis that 
haunt the present one. See for example Flatley, “Like: Collecting and Collectivity,” October 132 
(Spring 2010): 71–98; and Like Andy Warhol (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017).

27  Silvana Annicchiarico, “Absence, Ambivalence, and Paradox,” in Fukasawa and Morrison, 
Super Normal: Sensations of the Ordinary, 5.

28  Annicchiarico, “Absence, Ambivalence, and Paradox,” 5.
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Barry’s Inert Gas Series)29 or because they have since disappeared. Since this thesis and the 
projects and exhibitions preceding and surrounding it have privileged among other things 
invisibility, improvisation, and ephemerality, much of the work was predestined to survive 
in the form of documentation (see for example the series of improvised exhibitions—some 
closed-gallery exhibitions, others entirely open and simply not seen—in appendix C) and 
as documents (see for example figures 1–3). It is also possible for the documentation itself 
to double down on this proposition: paper looks like a paper, book looks like a book.

29  The poster for Barry’s “exhibition” is an interesting variation. Consisting of single line 
of small, letterpress-printed type at the bottom of a 24 × 36″ white sheet, it is conspicuously 
extraordinary as a poster; on the other hand, it is perhaps liable to be taken for a blank sheet of 
paper. Robert Barry, Inert Gas Series/Helium, Neon, Argon, Krypton, Xenon/From a Measured 
Volume to Indefinite Expansion, 1969, The Museum of Modern Art, accessed 5 April 2020, https://
www.moma.org/collection/works/109710.

Figure 1 (following page). Flo Gang pamphlet, 2019. Design for one of the subgroups in 
the Living with Things exhibition, 3–7 April 2019 (cf. appendix C, figures 3–6). Risograph 
print, 5 × 8″ folded, 4 pages. Page 1 of version 1 shown: front page of the original 
pamphlet, set in Times New Roman with italics and most punctuation in Starling, printed 
in pale blue ink. “Danny” running elegiacally across the bottoms of the pages. It doesn’t 
much look as though anyone has designed anything here

Figure 2 (p. 9). Flo Gang pamphlet, 2019. Page 4 of version 2 shown: back page of 
the second iteration, printed in darker blue ink—a wrong move—sometime later; an 
unfortunate bullet point remains as originally set

Figure 3 (p. 10). Flo Gang pamphlet, 2019–20. Page 4 of version 3 shown: back page of 
the third iteration; the paler blue ink has returned, and a second layer of type has been 
introduced so that at long last (nearly a year after the exhibition) a very troubling bullet 
point could be nudged down
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Appropriation and Customization

I want to leave everything as it is. I therefore neither plan nor invent; I add 
nothing and omit nothing. At the same time, I know that I inevitably shall plan, 
invent, alter, make and manipulate. But I don’t know that.
 —Gerhard Richter, “Notes, 1964–1965”

Certain key features of the paradoxically extraordinary/ordinary generic form—the 
adaptation and recontextualization of the generic or commonplace, the process of the 
object becoming visible through collection and reproduction, the way both of these 
operations must be traced back to the readymade, and so on—link the super normal to 
appropriation. In point of fact, asked in a 1984 interview whether there is “something that 
shows up in all the different bodies of work you produce, something that’s common to all of 
them,” Richard Prince responds in terms that read like Silvana Annicchiarico’s description 
of super normal objects, inverted or distorted: “Generally speaking what shows up is the 
same within the difference. Specifically, I think if there’s any one ingredient or effect that 
shows up in every photograph produced to date, it’s a certain type of uncanniness. And 
that’s always determined by the photograph’s ability to project a sensation of normality.”30 
Prince calls this phenomenon “normality as a special effect. I like to think that I make 
normal looking photographs. The Cowboys looked like normal photographs to me. 
They were framed and matted like normal photographs and presented in a way in which 
most photographs are presented: in a gallery, on a wall, under a spotlight. [. . .] Who 
would guess something that familiar would have looked that unbelievable.”31 Here again, 
isolating, organizing, documenting, and reproducing (“collecting, filing, scanning”;32 
reprography) are means of differentiating the extraordinary ordinary thing from ordinary 
ordinary things, and even of transforming the latter into the former. Something similar is 
at work in the interaction between Naoto Fukasawa and Jasper Morrison’s exhibition and 
books and in their design work, where various combinations of the distillation of ordinary 
features and the rejection of frivolous, impractical, or ostentatious ones produce new 
super normal objects, ones generated by the sort of intentionality that can often only be 
extracted from found objects after the fact.

Though frequently treated as an act of pure selection, appropriation art has 
generally employed acts of modification as well: even Marcel Duchamp’s unassisted 
Readymades, such as In Advance of the Broken Arm (1915) and Fountain (1917), employed 
such strategies as rotation and inscription, while the assisted Readymades were further 
altered by combination, embellishment, and so on. In a 1977 artist’s statement Prince 
is explicit about this, too, asserting his intention to “continue to customize the built-in 
elements that appropriation provides, and concentrate on why certain records sound 
better when someone on the radio station plays them, than when we’re home alone, and 

30  Richard Prince, “Richard Prince Interviewed by Peter Halley,” in Appropriation, ed. David 
Evans (London: Whitechapel Gallery; Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2009), 85. Originally published 
in ZG 10 (Spring 1984), 5–6.

31  Prince, “Richard Prince Interviewed by Peter Halley,” 85.
32  Prince, “Richard Prince Interviewed by Peter Halley,” 85.
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play the same records ourselves.”33 In a few words, he skates across the superior pleasure of 
the found object, the desire to replicate that pleasure, if possible, in one’s own production, 
and the point at which, in the attempt to do so, the found and the fabricated converge 
through the revisions and reworkings—the customization—of the inveterate tinkerer.

Morrison has made a similar case for the designer as salvager and customizer. In 
a short text on “The Unimportance of Form,” he speaks of how a design might “arrive in 
the shape of a borrowed form or a stolen object. There can be no moral objection to this if 
the result contains something that wasn’t there before. In fact the hijacking of everyday 
objects serves a dual purpose of providing a new object in an economical manner and 
making the point that there is great beauty in the obvious or everyday.”34 Thus, according 
to Morrison, “describing the designer as a form giver is inaccurate; he may be this but not 
only this, and the less he concerns himself with ‘creating’ form the better for all of us!”35 

What troubles these strategies, then, is certainly not the accusation of theft. 
Rather it is the way that, as Benjamin Buchloh has argued, “every time the avant-garde 
appropriates elements from the discourses of low, folk, or mass culture, it publicly 
denounces its own elitist isolation and the obsolescence of its inherited production 
procedures. Ultimately, each such instance of ‘bridging the gap between art and life,’ as 
Robert Rauschenberg famously put it, only reaffirms the stability of the division because 
it remains within the context of high art. Each act of cultural appropriation, therefore, 
constructs a simulacrum of a double negation, denying the validity of individual and 
original production, yet denying equally the relevance of the specific context and function 
of the work’s own practice.”36 Thus, despite its early practitioners’ “radical assault on 
the isolation of high art, their critique of the rarefied, auratic status imposed on objects 
in acquiring exchange value, and their denunciation of the obsolescence of artistic 
constructs originating from the conditions of this isolated social practice,”37 appropriation 
“perpetuates the separation of various cultural practices, and reaffirms the isolation of 
individual producers from the collective interests of the society within which they operate. 
It widens the gap it set out to bridge; it creates the commodity it set out to abolish.”38 
Buchloh’s analysis is echoed in Joe Scanlan’s complaint that the Readymade represents the 
“consolidation of thousands of anonymous actions and opinions in the hands of a clever 
few. It’s a kind of personal and institutional solipsism: first in that Duchamp behaved as 
if urinals had never existed before he noticed them, and second in that art institutions 
continue to adhere to the belief that, like all visionary artists, Duchamp did the urinal a 

33  Richard Prince, “Prior Availability 1977 West 11 St. NYC,” artist’s statement, http://www.
richardprince.com/writings/prior-availability/.

34  Jasper Morrison, “The Unimportance of Form” (1991), in A Book of Things (2015; Zurich: 
Lars Müller, 2017), 14.

35  Morrison, “The Unimportance of Form,” 14. Presumably Morrison is thinking of the 
Swiss-German word for “the activity of designing”: gestalten, “form-giving.” See David Reinfurt, A 
New Program for Graphic Design (Los Angeles: Inventory Press, 2019), 106.

36   Benjamin H. D. Buchloh, “Parody and Appropriation in Francis Picabia, Pop and Sigmar 
Polke” (1982), in Neo-Avantgarde and Culture Industry: Essays on European and American Art 
from 1955 to 1975 (Cambridge, Mass., and London: MIT Press, 2000), 349. Originally published in 
Artforum 20, no. 7 (March 1982), 28–35.

37  Buchloh, “Parody and Appropriation,” 350.
38  Buchloh, “Parody and Appropriation,” 350.
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favor by elevating it to the status of a work of art.”39

How to minimize this unwanted inversion? One strategy is to resist the 
autographic character of the fine arts, which by the 1980s had led works such as those 
by Rauschenberg and Andy Warhol, in which “gestural identity and originality of 
expression were repudiated,” to become “the artistic masterpieces and icons of a decade 
that established a new viability for the procedures of painting.”40 To this end one might 
work collaboratively as much as possible, operating from the position of the autodidact 
designer—the tinkerer—or else try to operate in terms of copying, editing, or remixing 
more so than creating, avoiding a central or obvious authorial role. The following sections 
describe some of these strategies and how they were explored in a few projects.

39  Joe Scanlan, “Consumption and the Self,” interview by Elisabeth Wetterwald, https://
joescanlan.biz/consumption-and-the-self/. Originally published in Wetterwald, Rue Sauvage (Dijon: 
Les presses du réel, 2003).

40  Buchloh, “Parody and Appropriation,” 350.
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Tinkering

Why does the glance into an unknown window always find a family at a meal, 
or else a solitary man, seated at a table under a hanging lamp, occupied with 
some obscure niggling thing? Such a glance is the germ cell of Kafka’s work.
 —Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project

All of the work of this thesis is really tinkering.
What is tinkering? The origin of the word tinker is uncertain. Most dictionaries 

have it originating in Middle English, where it first appears as a surname, suggesting a 
trade—and in fact Eilert Ekwall, in “The Etymology of the Word ‘Tinker,’” writes that 
although the exact “age of the tinker’s trade” remains obscure, “the word tinker could 
not come into existence until there was a professional tinker.”41 Tracing tinkering to 
small-scale metalwork performed by the wayfaring tradesman, Ekwall defines the tinker 
as “a craftsman (usually) itinerant, who mends pots, kettles and other metal household 
implements. [. . .] Tinker means ‘a worker in tin, one who covers or mends (kettles etc.) 
with tin.’”42 He emphasizes the scale: “the verb tin may well be old, tink being an iterative 
formation from it. If so, the suffix may at the same time indicate that the work was done on 
a small scale”43—and so “a tinker may well have been a craftsman who worked on a smaller 
scale than a tinner.”44

In addition to the more generalized “act of attempting to repair something,” 
tinker’s current usage includes the meanings “a Gypsy or other person living in an itinerant 
community” and “a mischievous child.”45 (The various connotations of wandering, small-
scale precarious labour, improvement and repair, metalwork, and mischief all appeal for 
different reasons.) The fact that this is mainly the work of improving existing artifacts, 
rather than producing new ones—“to mend, solder, rivet (rarely, to make)”46—aligns 
it both with (radical) editing and with Mel Bochner’s “desire . . . for an art that did not 
add anything to the furniture of the world,”47 minus the absolute withdrawal that was 
necessary from “the perspective of a period (the Sixties) that was dominated by the 
equation ‘art = objects.’”48 After all, even for Bochner the “resolution was something which 
was procedural, but still left some trace of its having been ‘done.’”49

With the broadening of the word’s definition the material specificity of the tinker’s 
relatively specialized trade falls away, and “tinkering” connotes on the contrary an 

41  Eilert Ekwall, “The Etymology of the Word ‘Tinker,’” English Studies 18, no. 2  (1 April, 
1936): 67.

42  Ekwall, “The Etymology of the Word ‘Tinker,’” 64–65.
43  Ekwall, “The Etymology of the Word ‘Tinker,’” 65.
44  Ekwall, “The Etymology of the Word ‘Tinker,’” 65.
45  Oxford Dictionary of English, Macintosh Dictionary v. 2.2.2, s.v. “tinker.”
46  Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “tink,” quoted in Ekwall, “The Etymology of the Word 

‘Tinker,’” 63.
47  Mel Bochner, “Three Statements for Data Magazine,” Data Magazine 2 (February 1972), 

64.
48  Bochner, “Three Statements for Data Magazine,” 64.
49  Bochner, “Three Statements for Data Magazine,” 64.
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unlimited range of mending, meddling, tweaking, and tuning irrespective of professional 
expertise and unconstrained by disciplinary boundaries. This shift brings a dimension 
to tinkering that suggests another way clear of the autographic tendency to elevate 
and rarify that Benjamin Buchloh and Joe Scanlan have identified in avant-garde acts 
of appropriation: against the “personal and institutional solipsism”50 of the cultural 
specialist, the tinkerer represents a particular kind of amateur, namely the dilettante.

In “Defiant Delight: The Freedom of the Dilettante,” Ed Atkins—drawing on the 
work of the philosopher Paul Feyerabend—champions the dilettante in opposition to the 
specialist. According to Atkins, “specialism—along with its cabal of synonyms: expertise, 
connoisseurship and mastery—is the dominant administration of capitalist hegemony” 
and “crucial to the ideology of labour, professionalism and the generation of capital itself.”51 
The language associated with professional specialization is the exclusionary jargon of 
scientific objectivity, and its spatial orientations are centrality and depth: “the specialist 
area continues to swell while its periphery wastes away.”52 The specialist professional’s 
purview is as limited as the assembly-line worker’s. Meanwhile the amateur, in the sense 
the word is used today, is defined in relation to the “always-already superior figure of 
the professional,”53 not only because one can only be called an amateur in fields where 
there is a professional equivalent, but more importantly because “the modern amateur 
is now regarded as a serious individual . . . either because they desire professionalism, 
or because they have chosen a particular area within which to attain a high level of skill 
or expertise. In this sense, the amateur life runs in parallel with . . . the professionally 
specialist life.”54

Eschewing specialization and remaining an amateur in the best sense, the 
dilettante, on the contrary, enjoys the freedom of the periphery. As Atkins defines it, 
dilettantism is “disconnected from any hegemony of knowledge . . . and, crucially, defined 
by its blind embrace of variety—homogeneously treating everything as heterogeneous, 
worthy of consideration or perhaps, that sneered at ‘delight.’ This homogeneous ‘delight’ 
does not, however, stem from an ulterior, financial incentive: it cannot support the 
capitalist ultimatum of choosing a specialism.”55 Whereas the specialist—in the service of 
productivity, industry, capital—turns inward, away from diversity, change, and surprise, 

50  Joe Scanlan, “Consumption and the Self,” interview by Elisabeth Wetterwald, https://
joescanlan.biz/consumption-and-the-self/. Originally published in Wetterwald, Rue Sauvage (Dijon: 
Les presses du réel, 2003).

51  Ed Atkins, “Defiant Delight: The Freedom of the Dilettante,” in “S. C. Issue,” special issue, 
Novel, published as an insert in the exhibition catalogue Time Again (New York: Sculpture Centre, 
2011): 16.

52  Atkins, “Defiant Delight,” 19. Relatedly, in “Arts-Informed Research,” Ardra Cole and 
Gary Knowles write of becoming “disillusioned by the moat of science and mysticism built to keep 
researchers in and communities out of the ivory tower. Bolstered and challenged by our personal 
histories to build a bridge across the moat, we began to question the pragmatic value of our 
conventional-looking scholarship and imagine new possibilities. The language of the academy and 
all that it symbolized fell short in its ability to capture and communicate the complexity of human 
experience in all its diversity.” Ardra L. Cole and J. Gary Knowles, “Arts-Informed Research,” in 
Handbook of the Arts in Qualitative Research: Perspectives, Methodologies, Examples, and Issues, 
ed. J. Gary Knowles and Ardra L. Cole (Thousand Oaks, Calif.: Sage, 2008), 57.

53  Atkins, “Defiant Delight,” 21.
54  Atkins, “Defiant Delight,” 22.
55  Atkins, “Defiant Delight,” 23.
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the dilettante meanders in a non-instrumentalized realm of openness, experience, and 
possibility.

This is a good mode of operation for the tinkerer-designer. In A New Program 
for Graphic Design, David Reinfurt writes of how Muriel Cooper, the first Design and 
Media Director (a hint of the generalist even this title) of the MIT Press and founder 
of the radically experimental Visual Language Workshop at MIT, “recognized that the 
discrete roles which the industrialized production of the assembly line had delegated to its 
workers were beginning to dissolve” with developments such as generally accessible design 
software;56 and Cooper herself wrote, in a proposal for an article that would be collectively 
produced—from concept to realization—with the students in the Workshop, that “the 
author would be the maker contrary to the specialization mode which makes the author 
of the content the author, the author of the form the designer, and the author of the craft 
the typographer/printer.”57 Here, as specialization is rejected in favour of a more expansive 
participation in all aspects of the process, the division of labour is replaced with multiple 
authorship.

Recalling his first visit to the Muriel Cooper Archive, Reinfurt writes: “Among 
the totally mixed contents of each box—file notes, sketches, slides, production schedules, 
mechanical artwork—I’m reminded that Cooper’s greatest asset may have been her 
refusal to specialize.”58 Similarly, he writes of Max Bill that “he identified as an architect 
and, in fact, designed many buildings, but he was also a graphic designer. He was also an 
industrial designer. He was also an artist and a teacher and a writer. Bill was a generalist 
who didn’t make crisp distinctions between design practices—he let the projects and the 
work lead. I like that aspect of his practice.”59

Refusing to specialize, working instead from the position of a nonspecialist 
tinkerer, is what allows one practice—and moreover the practice of a person with a 
relatively predictable range of proclivities and concerns—to encompass such activities 
as the (all but invisible) alteration of typefaces (e.g. Suisse Int’l LD; see appendix B) and 
the utilization of typographic strategies observed in amateur signage and denounced 
in typography textbooks (e.g. Limited Time Only); the hybridized authorship, editing, 
and graphic design of books and other printed matter (e.g. Florence Observed ); the 
co-authorship of sculptural work according to someone else’s concerns (e.g. Untitled 
Object Fabricated and Rejected), and subsequently the mimicry of those concerns in 

56  David Reinfurt, A New Program for Graphic Design (Los Angeles: Inventory Press, 2019), 
76.

57  Reinfurt, A New Program for Graphic Design, 77.
58  Reinfurt, A New Program for Graphic Design, 76. 
59  Reinfurt, A New Program for Graphic Design, 108–09. Reinfurt also writes about the 

mathematician Donald Knuth who, dissatisfied with the phototypesetting of the Bulletin of the 
American Mathematical Society, ceased publishing his articles in it and set about creating a 
computer program for digital typesetting—a project that occupied him for the next ten years; it 
was released as Metafont in 1979. (For a degenerate example of a similar response, see appendix 
B.) Beginning in 2010, Reinfurt and Stuart Bertolotti-Bailey (as Dexter Sinister) developed a 
sort of restoration of Metafont for contemporary computer systems called Meta-the-difference-
between-the-two-Font (and in a later iteration, Meta-the-difference-between-the-two-Font-4-D). 
See Reinfurt, A New Program for Graphic Design, 81–96; and Dexter Sinister (David Reinfurt and 
Stuart Bertolotti-Bailey), “A Note on the Type,” accessed 7 March 2020, http://www.servinglibrary.
org/journal/1/a-note-on-the-type.
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other sculptures (e.g. Limited Time Only, version 2, and Inside-Out Latex Cane Tip); the 
collaborative unmaking and repeated remaking of a generic, mass-produced shirt (Shirt 
Shirt Shirt Shirt); snapshot photographs documenting improvisation, repair, and refuse 
in urban and architectural settings (e.g. Local Refuse; see appendices E and F); modified 
fluorescent lighting in an institutional building that inverted the genesis of Flavin’s 
fluorescent light sculptures (Teal Dream); the reconstruction, replication, and alteration 
of a found object by an anonymous sculptor (Heaven Is a Place on Earth; see appendix A); 
and the reconstitution of furniture designs of revered artists and designers (e.g. Max Lamb 
DIY Chair Stool and Forward/Backward Slant Judd Chair Stool); and so on and so forth.
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Appropriation and Remix; Radical Editing

Appropriation has become, not passé, but so ubiquitous as to be beyond notice.
 —Lucy Soutter, “The Collapsed Archive”

As a variant of appropriation, non-, semi-, or multi-authorial tinkering in art and design 
might be likened to the practices of remix and bootlegging in music—genres which 
“at their best,” as Mark Owens has said, “create entirely new forms out of pre-existing 
material” and in doing so can “[exceed] the parameters of a given historical moment or 
even a given material artifact.”60 All of these practices choose to operate peripherally 
and all participate in the displacement of authorship and the foregrounding of liking,61 
choosing, and editing.

Tracing a line from—once again—Marcel Duchamp’s Readymades, this time to 
Roland Barthes’s “The Death of the Author”62 and the reader/viewer-participant central to 
the debates around Minimal and Conceptual art, Eduardo Navas speaks of remix as part of 
a general pattern of “selectivity found in the death of the author and the author function.” 
For Navas, “writing’s and art’s true power is selectivity, and this is transparent [by the 
1980s and 1990s] in the third stage of mechanical reproduction, a privileged symptom of 
the postmodern.”63 If for Barthes the text and the reader supplanted the author, in the era 
of ubiquitous computing 64 the receiver-as-editor is now increasingly the default position: 
“once cut/copy and paste is assimilated not only as a feature for the user to write her own 
texts, but also to recycle and reuse pre-existing material, the user becomes more of an 
editor (metaphorically, a remixer).”65 Once-radical acts of selection, modification, and 
redistribution—from photomontage and the Readymade to Jamaican dub “versions”66 
and hip-hop sampling—are “obviously not innovative but expected in new media”67—or as 
Boris Groys puts it, “the traditional, sovereign authorship of an individual artist has de facto 

60  Mark Owens, “Unlicensed: Mark Owens,” interview by Ben Schwartz, Walker Arts Center, 
16 November 2018, https://walkerart.org/magazine/bootlegging-mark-owens.

61  Jonathan Flatley speaks of the omnivorous collector Andy Warhol’s “talent for liking.” 
Flatley, “Like: Collecting and Collectivity,” October 132 (Spring 2010): 72.

62  This is a direct lineage. In “On ‘The Creative Act,’” Julian Jason Haladyn suggests that “it 
is more than likely that Barthes was (or became) aware of [Duchamp’s lecture] ‘The Creative Act’ 
when he wrote ‘The Death of the Author’”; Haladyn later confirmed this in an interview with Brian 
O’Doherty, the editor and designer of Aspen no. 5/6, (1967), in which both appeared. Haladyn, “On 
‘The Creative Act,’” Tout-Fait: The Marcel Duchamp Studies Online Journal (April 2015), https://
www.toutfait.com/on-the-creative-act/.

63  Eduardo Navas, “Remix(ing) Art,” in Remix Theory: The Aesthetics of Sampling (Vienna: 
Springer Verlag, 2012), 136.

64  Mark Weiser and John Seely Brown, “The Coming Age of Calm Technology,” paper 
delivered at Xerox PARC, 5 October 1996, http://quicksilver.be.washington.edu/courses/
arch498cre/2.Readings/2.Theory/CalmTech(Weiser%20&%20Brown,%201996).pdf.

65  Navas, “Remix(ing) Art,” 136.
66  See David Katz, “A Beginner’s Guide to King Tubby, the Producer Who Turned Dub into an 

Art Form,” Fact, 19 May 2015, https://www.factmag.com/2015/05/19/king-tubby-beginners-guide-
dub-reggae/.

67  Navas, “Remix(ing) Art,” 136.
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disappeared; hence it really does not make much sense to rebel against such authorship.”68

In line with the idea of selectivity and with the editor superseding both the author 
and the reader, Owens stresses the “archival dimension and . . . sense of desire or fandom” 
that differentiate bootlegging from simple copying: “Studio outtakes, audience tapes, and 
demos are all the products of a kind of audio archaeology. They take research and digging, 
and often bootleggers will put these elements together to tell a story, to fill in a gap in 
the ‘official’ record, or to create an imagined artifact. I think this aspect distinguishes 
bootlegs from straightforward ripoffs, clones, or copies.”69 Moreover, returning to 
Benjamin Buchloh’s critique, bootlegging’s obscure variations of authorship, ownership, 
and distribution disrupt the normal functioning of commodity exchange: citing Clinton 
Heylin’s 1994 book Bootleg, Owens speaks of how “bootleggers have constantly negotiated 
their relationship to capitalism and the market, whether by trying to get around copyright 
with so-called ‘production gap’ releases, by undercutting competing bootleggers by 
repackaging existing bootleg releases or by trying to masquerade as legitimate releases 
in order to get wider distribution. One bootlegger suggested that what really annoyed 
major labels about bootlegs was not the potential loss of revenue (which was minimal 
by comparison) but that bootleggers were using capitalism to do things that it wasn’t 
designed to do.”70 (Already in the prologue to his book, Heylin complicates this short-
circuiting even more, describing bootleggers as “the ultimate free-marketeers, giving fans 
what they want—and to hell with the wishes of the artist or record company.”)71

Appropriation, tinkering, remix, and bootlegging are all rooted in the methods of 
selection and customization that Richard Prince claims for appropriation art and Jasper 
Morrison accounts for in the industrial design methods of the super normal; all are deeply 
infused with the fandom, archival tendencies, and disruption of the logic of the market 
that Owens attributes to bootlegging; and all of them privilege finding and modifying 
over creating or inventing. Perhaps they are all just variations on a theme to which a more 
general name can be given. One possible name is “radical editing”—a term borrowed from 
Michael Maranda, who coined it to describe his own art/publishing practice.72

The reference to editing once again aligns this approach with the often anonymous 
and invisible work of selection, alteration, and improvement rather than authorship, 
invention, or creation, and with the secondary work of iteration and variation rather 

68  Boris Groys, “Multiple Authorship,” in Art Power (Cambridge, Mass., and London: 
MIT Press, 2008), 95. For Groys, the act of selection has not only augmented or taken over 
from traditional modes of authorship, but also leaked back into them, such that the creative act 
becomes only a preliminary step towards selection: “since Duchamp, producing an object is no 
longer sufficient for its producer to be considered an artist. One must also select the object one 
has made oneself and declare it an artwork. Accordingly, since Duchamp there is no longer any 
difference between an object one produces oneself and one produced by someone else—both have 
to be selected in order to be considered artworks. Today an author is someone who selects, who 
authorizes” (93).

69  Owens, “Unlicensed: Mark Owens.”
70  Owens, “Unlicensed: Mark Owens.”
71  Clinton Heylin, Bootleg (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1994), 1.
72  Jessica Wyman, personal correspondence, 6 June 2019. See also Michael Maranda, 

Programme ICI lecture, Université du Québec à Montréal, 2016, “Michael Maranda - Programme 
Conférences ICI - Mercredi 6 février 2013,” Arts visuels et médiatiques UQAM, uploaded 7 February 
2013, https://vimeo.com/59164340.
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than the ecstatic production of originals. At the same time, editing admits and requires 
stewardship, systematic work, attention to detail, judgement, and repetition; it is an 
iterative practice—“several takes of the same thing,” as Robert Bresson put it, “like a 
painter who does several pictures or drawings of the same subject and, each fresh time, 
progresses towards rightness.”73 That in art and design such procedures can still be called 
“radical” reminds us that despite the ubiquity of cut-and-paste operations we remain 
connected to the concepts of originality (and thus “intellectual property”) and specialism 
and their shady counterparts copying (and thus “plagiarism,” theft, etc.) and dilettantism.

If these methods are to be applied to the production of works of art and design 
then collaboration is essential, though it is of course possible—as Maranda’s publishing 
practice and the models of the remixer and bootlegger demonstrate—to collaborate with 
the anonymous, the absent, and the dead.

73  Robert Bresson, Notes on the Cinematographer (Notes sur le cinématographe, 1975), trans. 
Jonathan Griffin (Copenhagen: Green Integer, 1997), 105.
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Some Kinds of Collaboration

All we really yearn for is our own absence.
 —Jim Carrey

What is more loathsome than one’s own work, than oneself?
Radical editing implies—and in fact requires—collaboration, and so doing it 

offers respite from such dreary singularities. This collaboration may occur with or without 
permission (and in this connection it must be said that the use of the term “radical 
editing” to describe the methods of this thesis is itself an instance of radical editing—
or of appropriation, or remix, or bootlegging—taking Michael Maranda’s neologism 
as a found object, drawing it away from the context in which it was originally applied, 
and repurposing it willy-nilly). Remixes commonly operate both ways: sanctioned 
by the author; legally sanctioned, as by a record company or other rights holder; and 
entirely unsanctioned, whether subsequently censured or endorsed—or both, as in 
the case of Amplive’s Rainydayz Remixes of Radiohead’s In Rainbows.74 Appropriation 
and bootlegging are more restrictive categories, both suggesting collaboration without 
permission (again regardless of whether the results are later embraced by the maker or 
owner of the source material).

All of these strategies complicate or obscure authorship, and while they certainly 
do not require the appropriator/customizer to recede into the background—as practices 
like Richard Prince’s and the “participatory branding” strategies of Virgil Abloh and 
others amply demonstrate—they do offer the artist/designer the opportunity to take a 
position behind or to the side of the author, or between the author and the final form of the 
work.

Two experiments in radical editing undertaken at the same time, Florence 
Observed (in which someone else’s idiosyncratic and obscure work is made legible through 
hyperconventional typesetting and layout strategies) and Untitled Object Fabricated and 
Rejected (Judd Ramp) (where themes in someone’s work are drawn out through editorial 
intervention) serve as examples of some of the ways active collaboration can displace or 

74  The one-sided collaboration can come full-circle, as sometimes happens with cover 
versions of songs. In the same breath as he described the 1987 single “Just Like Heaven” as “the 
best pop song the Cure has ever done. All the sounds meshed, it was one take, and it was perfect,” 
Robert Smith said of the Dinosaur Jr. cover version released as a single in 1989: “I love Dinosaur 
Jr.’s version of the song, and they’ve influenced how we play it.” Greg Kot, “Robert Smith’s Favorite 
Songs,” Chicago Tribune, 12 July 1992, https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-1992-07-
12-9203030067-story.html. Continuing from the group’s interpretation of the song, the cover of the 
Dinosaur Jr. single is an adaptation of the original in which the Cure single’s blue border, central soft 
white circle, and curly lettering are ground into a shambles of body horror and adolescent angst, 
while the music video they produced for it is a sort of garbled low-rent parody of The Cure’s own.  
( J Mascis’s response in a recent interview to the question of whether he would change anything on 
the 1991 Dinosaur Jr. album Green Mind likewise resonates with this discussion: “Not that I want 
to, but I’m sure I would tinker with anything if I had a chance.” J Mascis, “Dinosaur Jr. - The Warner 
Years | J Mascis in Conversation with Keith Cameron,” Cherry Red Records, uploaded 27 September 
2019, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_B5zAtGZvE.
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obscure authorship, while a few experimental stools—which began with practical need 
and became wholly impractical exercises in tinkering—represent a sort of collaboration 
in absentia. Beyond the individual artifacts, authorship is further blurred in a series of 
collective installations and exhibitions. These continually shifting models of collaborative 
production characterize the work of the past two years in general and the thesis exhibition 
in particular.

Florence Observed
(Active Collaboration; Radical Editing, Tinkering) 

Aisha Ali’s Florence Observed: Hotel Signs and Topiaries 75 brings together the two photo-
based projects named in the title and several ancillary ones, about half of which also 
employed photography. The original presentation strategies for both the hotel sign and 
topiary photographs confounded the viewer’s efforts to engage with them: photographs 
hung one over the other and accompanying encoded correlations rendered as unique 
drawings in faint pencil in the case of the hotel signs, and in the case of the topiaries a 
stack of delicate one-off books—handmade, unbound, fragile, easily marred—that existed 
for their maker and an audience of a few people. Moreover, AA wasn’t happy with the 
photographs and was disinclined to show them, and was also looking to bring this work, 
which had originated in a spring residency in Florence, to some kind of a conclusion.

Working alongside the artist—or somewhere between the artist and the final 
form of her work—in a sort of perversion of the normal designer-client and editor-author 
relationships, my contribution was to translate the work into a distributable/receivable 
object/format, and in the process to provide titles, help arrange the material, typeset 
the code drawings (modifying the slashes in the font for the purpose) and the rest of 
the material (modifying other characters along the way), and so on. At the same time, 
the basic pragmatism of the new format is not meant to reduce the highly idiosyncratic 
and obscure nature of the work; on the contrary, recalling the graphic designers Sulki 
and Min Choi’s studio motto “clarifying is our business, obscuring is our pleasure,”76 the 
book presents the material in a basically legible form—conventional, orderly, even old-
fashioned—while providing little help in decoding it, and in fact making decisions here and 
there to make such decoding a little more difficult than it might otherwise be:77 not least, 
for example, it’s a photobook without any photographs.

75 See Aisha Ali, “Test First in a Discrete Area” (master’s thesis, OCAD University, 2020), 
32–35, 47–49.

76  Laurel Schwulst, “(+.+) & ‹*_*›: The Evolving Designs of Sulki Min,” Art in America 
online, 28 August 2017, https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/news/the-evolving-
designs-of-sulki-min/.

77  Speaking of her design for Seijo Townhouses in Tokyo, a small subdivision in pink brick 
designed for an entirely conventional developer, the architect Kazuo Sejima has said “I tried to make 
housing in which living isn’t as easy as it might be.” Quoted in Matthew Allen, “Control Yourself! 
Lifestyle Curation in the Work of Sejima and Nishizawa,” in Architecture at the Edge of Everything 
Else, ed. Esther Choi and Marrikka Trotter (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2010), 25.
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Untitled Object Fabricated and Rejected
(Active Collaboration; Radical Editing, Remix)

Whereas Florence Observed was about providing a form for someone’s content, Untitled 
Object Fabricated and Rejected (Judd Ramp) was about inserting content into someone 
else’s form by collaborating on one of the works in Atanas Bozdarov’s ongoing series of 
same-size ramp sculptures.78 The piece consists mainly of a pale blue-green Plexiglas 
surface resting on a cardboard support, between which is sandwiched a reproduction 
(enlarged, partially doubled, and printed on Tyvek) of a spread from an article by James 
Meyer79 with two figures showing “untitled object[s] fabricated and rejected by Donald 
Judd,” the lot propped up on four bright-orange copies of Judd’s Writings and two rolls of 
blue low-tack masking tape. Accompanying the ramp is a photograph reproduced from a 
photocopy of another text by Meyer80 showing a ramp-shaped Judd sculpture (Untitled, 
1968) in the foreground, and in the background a sculpture similar to one of the rejected 
objects reproduced in the first article. (Somewhat as in the reproduction in/on/as the 
ramp, apparently arbitrary margins/image placement and poor image quality disguise the 
considerable work of digital retouching and print production.)

More extrinsically—not least by way of the grainy photograph showing the ramp-
like Judd—resplendent in “perforated 16-gauge cold-rolled steel,” its 8 × 120 × 66 inches 
dwarfing our 6 × 32 × 24 amateur effort, our little reject paling next to even this paltry 
reproduction—it manifests something of the anxiety of working in the long shadow of the 
better and more consequential work of predecessors (notably that “greatest generation”81 
alluded to via Judd) and also alongside the discouragingly better (more interesting, better 
made, etc.) work of contemporaries.

With its explicit references to Minimal sculpture, provisionality and inadequacy, 
and the relations between art and design and the undesigned object—e.g. the pragmatic 
necessity of the makeshift ramp versus the intentionality of the art object that resembles 
it (ramp versus sculpture; rejected object versus sculpture/specific object; Judd’s 
sculpture versus his furniture and his writings on same)—this object crystalized various 
intentions in and conversations around the larger body of work, while also speaking to the 
connections between this practice and what surrounds it. In this respect it was basically an 
editorial gesture undertaken in collaboration with the author.

78 See Atanas Bozdarov, “For Example: Ramps and Other Objects” (master’s thesis, OCAD 
University, 2020), 20, 81–82.

79  James Meyer, “The Minimal Unconscious,” October 130 (Fall 2009): 141–76. Spread is pp. 
142–43; in the version available from JSTOR these images have been “removed due to copyright 
restrictions.”

80  James Meyer, “Another Minimalism,” in A Minimal Future? Art as Object 1958–1968, ed. 
Ann Goldstein (Los Angeles: The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles; Cambridge, Mass.: 
MIT Press, 2004), 32–49. Photograph appears on p. 42.

81  Michael Kimmelman, “The Dia Generation,” New York Times Magazine, 6 April 2003, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2003/04/06/magazine/the-dia-generation.html.
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Figures 4–5 (pp. 23–24). Florence Observed: Hotel Signs and Topiaries, 2019. Perfect-
bound book, 51/2 × 81/2″, 128 pages. Pages 39 and 47. Shown actual size 

Figures 6–7 (previous page). Untitled Object Fabricated and Rejected (Judd Ramp), 2019. 
Glass-green acrylic, corrugated cardboard, toner-based print on Tyvek, blue low-tack 
masking tape, four copies of Donald Judd’s Writings, modified paperclips, 6 × 32 × 24″

Figure 8. Detail showing the accompanying photograph. Laser print on baryta inkjet paper 
and blue low-tack masking tape, 8 × 10″ (sheet)
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Some Stools
(Collaboration in Absentia; Editing, Tinkering, Remix)

It’s impossible to go the store and buy a chair.
 —Donald Judd, “It’s Hard to Find a Good Lamp”

The simple need for a stool to supplement the two chairs in the studio escalated into the 
kind of protracted folly typical of this practice and of the everyday life of the individual 
dissatisfied with the readily available objects of the time,82 resulting in a few examples of 
the collaboration-in-absentia typical of bootlegs and some remixes (and in a place to sit).

I wanted a three-legged metal and moulded plywood stool like the one I have at 
home but couldn’t find one anywhere, let alone locally, for a reasonable price—proving, 
unsurprisingly, Donald Judd’s assertion that “the furniture designed in the 1920s by 
the well-known architects that continues to be made is expensive for most people, 
although not as expensive as the materials and the construction imply, and is hardly 
nearby to purchase.”83 The idea of purchasing an inexpensive Ikea stool and nudging it 
a little closer to the Alvar Aalto design it travesties by installing only three of the four 
legs, symmetrically redistributed, was foiled when it turned out that Ikea had recently 
discontinued it; reassembling one of the remaining display models was a depressing 
prospect that the negligible discount only emphasized, and that idea was thus stripped of 
what little lustre it had. Some related ideas were doomed from the start.

The practical impossibility of purchasing a stool became an occasion for making.

Stool 1:
Max Lamb DIY Chair Stool

Designed for the magazine Apartamento much in the spirit of Gerrit Rietveld’s crate 
furniture and Enzo Mari’s autoprogettazione, Max Lamb’s DIY Chair (2008) is intended to 
be easy and inexpensive to make from “basic building materials readily available from your 

82  “The financial ruin of Baudelaire is the consequence of a quixotic struggle against the 
circumstances that, in his day, determined consumption. The individual consumer, who vis-à-vis 
the artisan commissions work, figures in the marketplace as customer. There he does his part in the 
clearance of a stock of commodities which his particular wishes have had no influence whatsoever 
in producing. Baudelaire wanted to have such particular wishes reflected not only in his choice of 
clothing—the tailor’s was, of all the branches of business, the one that had to reckon longest with 
the consumer who commissions work—but also in his furniture and in other objects of his daily use. 
He thus became dependent on an antiquary who was less than honest, and who procured for him 
paintings and antique furniture that in some cases proved to be fakes. The debts which he incurred 
through these dealings weighed on him for the rest of his life.” Walter Benjamin, The Arcades 
Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin (Cambridge, Mass., and London: Harvard 
University Press, 1999), 366.

83  Donald Judd, “It’s Hard to Find a Good Lamp,” in A Good Chair Is a Good Chair 
(Birmingham: Ikon Gallery; Munich: Die Neue Sammlung, 2010), 42. Ironically, Charles Eames said 
of similar furniture that its designers’ only considerations had been “that it be good to sit in, good to 
use, good to look at, and easy to buy.” Quoted in Michael Webb, “A Chair for the Ages,” Interiors 155, 
no. 2 (February 1996), 130.
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local DIY (do-it-yourself) or hardware store”84 using only few basic tools. Describing it as 
“a design for everyone and anyone; mass production in fact, but production by the masses 
rather than by machines,”85 Lamb positions it in direct opposition to the normal workings 
of commodity production and consumption: “The number of DIY Chairs produced will 
coincide directly with the number of DIY Chairs people want or need. Supply and demand 
in synergy, controlled quite naturally by the consumer.”86 Significantly, he speaks of the 
project as a template both metaphorically—in that it “provides a template for affordable 
and functional design”87—and literally, when he invites anyone to “use my DIY Chair 
instructions as a template to design and build your own chair, table, stool etc. You can edit 
the design and assembly as much as you like. The possibilities are infinite.”88

The resulting chairs are of course fairly rough and ready; the elegance of Lamb’s 
design lies in two things: the construction of the chair from thirty-one identical wooden 
slats, and the use of the material’s dimensions as units of construction, such that the slats 
themselves are used as spacers and measuring guides throughout the process. To remain 
true to the design, this construction logic is what must be maintained. That is fortunate, 
because as usual the idea of “readily available” is the first joke.

The dimensional lumber Lamb uses has a cross-section of 18 × 34 mm, a little 
different than a North American nominal 1 × 2 (3/4 × 11/2″). This is a minor point, to be 
sure, but add to it the desire for a slightly different seat height, the problem of the original 
material seeming out of place in the studio, the shoddy quality of locally available lumber, 
the irresistible lure of tinkering, and a completist disposition and soon one is taking 
Lamb up on the offer of editing the design.89 Probably not accidentally, partway through 
construction—before the arms-and-back assembly is added—the DIY Chair is effectively 
a stool or a table, so tinkering with it only required leaving out the last steps, along with 

84  Max Lamb, “051 – DIY Chair,” accessed 4 September 2019, http://maxlamb.org/051-diy-
chair/.

85  Lamb, “051 – DIY Chair.”
86  Lamb, “051 – DIY Chair.” This design intention was thoroughly corrupted when the DIY 

Chair was presented at the 2018 Copenhagen International Fashion Fair, improvisationally branded 
and commodified—alongside “limited edition apparel such as a tonal black tee with co-branded 
details” for sale—in a collaboration between Lamb and Virgil Abloh curated by Sami Janjer. See Keith 
Estiler, “A Look Inside the Max Lamb ‘DIY CHAIR’ with Characterization c/o Virgil Abloh Workshop,” 
Hypebeast, 1 February 2018, https://hypebeast.com/2018/2/virgil-abloh-max-lamb-diy-chair.

87  Lamb, “051 – DIY Chair.”
88  Lamb, “051 – DIY Chair.” In the instructions for fabricating the chair Lamb includes a label 

to be affixed to the bottom of the chair—also tinkered with here—and requests that in either case, 
“whether you follow my instructions or edit the design according to your needs, please share the DIY 
ethos and send me a picture of your DIY Chair once finished.”

89  “I’m not sure whether the desire to have a spoon for all time, which always looks the same 
because it is always used the same way should be put down for a striving for perfection or a striving 
for freedom or striving for absolutism. Or whether the spoon is continually tinkered without some 
irrepressible instinct for play or desire for change and variation. I do however believe that the spoon 
is continually changing because we haven’t yet found its true form, the form that corresponds to all 
different functions. This form depends less on some stroke of creative inspiration than it does on its 
purpose which is first to be defined and then comprehensively tested. From this we get a form that 
is provisional at first and requires patient development to become what we call gestalt.” Max Bill, 
“Continuity and Change” (1953), quoted in David Reinfurt, A New Program for Graphic Design (Los 
Angeles: Inventory Press, 2019), 115.
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the dimensional and material shifts and—coming from a background more aligned with 
the industrial realm of machine production than the artisanal realm of cabinetmaking—
the move to more systematic fabrication procedures appropriate to the chair’s logic of 
hijacking and distorting the logic of mass production.

Stool 2:
Forward/Backward Slant Judd Chair Stool

The Max Lamb DIY Chair Stool is based on a specific combination of retention (of the 
original construction logic and material cross section) and editing or alteration (of 
materials, dimensions, and features, the latter producing a category shift from chair to 
stool). Now even further removed from the practical need for a stool in the studio—and 
more closely connected, both temporally and functionally, to the need for seating in the 
thesis exhibition—the second stool began with wanting to take the dimensions of the first 
one, which were an outcome conceptually and practically linked to the chair it was based 
on, and arbitrarily transfer them to a second one.

Like the previous experiment, this one converts a chair into a stool; this time, 
in doing so, it produces an effect that does not exist in the original furniture. Among the 
variations of Donald Judd’s chairs are ones that employ a vertically angled diagonal bracing 
panel (or panels) below the seat; of these there are two versions: “forward slanted,” where 
the panel meets the floor at the front of the chair, and “backward slanted,” where the 
panel meets the seat at the front.90 The chair back goes all the way to the floor, covering 
the bracing panel, so only one kind of slant is seen. The stools differ from the chairs in that 
they lack a back panel and the bracing piece is angled horizontally rather than vertically, 
so it appears the same regardless of the stool’s orientation. Converting the vertically 
braced chair into a stool—or, put differently, exchanging the stool’s horizontal bracing 
panel for the vertical one used in the chairs—results in a remix where the forward-slant 
and backward-slant chairs are merged in a single stool that is backward slanted when seen 
from one side and forward slanted when seen from the other.

As it turns out, this ambivalent slant is not without precedent: a 2014 Bonhams 
auction listing shows a pair of Judd pieces consisting of a backward-slant chair and a 
“custom fabricated stool commissioned by the present owner” with the bracing panel 
vertically angled to match the chair.91 The set is executed in a richly grained solid mahogany 
resembling cheap office furniture.

90  See for example Forward Slant Plywood Chair 84 (1991) and Backward Slant Plywood 
Chair 84 (1991), Donald Judd Furniture, accessed 21 February 2020, https://judd.furniture/product/
forward-slant-plywood-chair-8485/; https://judd.furniture/product/backward-slant-plywood-
chair-8485/.

91  The listing states that “this work is number eighteen from an edition of thirty, with a custom 
fabricated stool commissioned by the present owner,” and gives the provenance as “a gift from 
the artist to the present owner circa 1990.” The stool measures 44.5 × 38 × 38 cm (171/2 × 15 × 15″ 
inches), corresponding to the lower part of the chair, as opposed to the oddly massive 50-cm (193/4″) 
cube of the standard stools. Bonhams Contemporary Art, New York, 13 May 2014, https://www.
bonhams.com/auctions/21646/lot/68/?category=list. A sketch dated 4 December 1985 shows a 
stool of the same design but in what appear to be the larger proportions; see Donald Judd, Furniture 
Retrospective (Rotterdam: Museum Boymans-van Beuningen, c. 1994), 49.
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Multiple Authorship; Collaborative Installations and Exhibitions

In the intended thesis exhibition, the blurring of authorship is extended beyond discrete 
objects with the work of three people overlapping and intermingling as these multiply 
authored works are presented along with other works, both singly and multiply authored. 
An exhibition is almost by definition the product of multiple authorship,92 so that in itself 
is no great surprise. But here things blend together at every level: in the disposition of 
objects in the spaces, in the objects themselves in various ways, and in the documentation 
presented alongside them, which archives other multiply authored works and a series of 
multiply authored exhibitions containing further multiply authored works.

This approach to working/exhibiting began with a collective installation by Atanas 
Bozdarov, Cayden Johnson, Angus Tarnawsky, and myself in February 2019, in which 
the various works, rather than cohering through common thematic concerns, formal 
qualities, or the like—and contrary to the common scenario of competing individual and 
narcissistic claims on space—were literally seeping into one another,93 such that it was 
unclear whose work was whose, or even where one work ended and another began. Since 
any clarification of boundaries and authorship was avoided and no key was provided for 
the attribution of works, this collection of disparate, unrelated projects effectively became 
a single collaboration. My own contributions were intended to “tie the room together” 
by organizing a path around other works and also to minimally beautify the space94 by 
concealing some of its worst features and lending some kind of basic architectural order to 
the room.

The ideas of amalgamating multiple authors and works and of one work functioning 
as connective tissue between others were reprised and developed shortly thereafter in 
Sorry No Teal, a sub-exhibition within the first-year show at the end of winter 2019. This 
was followed by a series of fifteen exhibitions from spring 2019 onwards that treated 
room 418 in OCAD’s 205 Richmond Street West building as a regular exhibition space—
designating it a “gallery” from the start—and made an ongoing, open-ended series of 
short-term group exhibitions the impetus for collaborative idea generation and making, as 
well as for experimenting with such exhibition models as the closed gallery and the empty 
gallery.95

The series of 418 exhibitions is documented in appendix C. A preliminary scheme 
for the cancelled thesis exhibition is presented in appendix D.

92  “When confronted with an art exhibition, we are dealing with multiple authorship. And 
in fact every art exhibition exhibits something that was selected by one or more artists—from 
their own production and/or from the mass of readymades. These objects selected by the artists 
are then selected in turn by one or more curators, who thus also share authorial responsibility for 
the definitive selection. In addition, these curators are selected and financed by a commission, a 
foundation, or an institution . . .” etc. Boris Groys, “Multiple Authorship,” in Art Power (Cambridge, 
Mass., and London: MIT Press, 2008), 96.

93  Hi, Derek!
94  Hi, Angus!
95  One of the many lost versions of this thesis (along with, among others, the 418 experiment 

in general). See Mathieu Copeland and Balthazar Lovay, eds., The Anti-Museum (Fribourg: Fri Art; 
London: Koenig, 2017); and John Armleder, Mathieu Copeland, Gustav Metzger, Mai-Thu Perret, and 
Clive Phillpot, eds., Voids: A Retrospective (Zurich: JRP/Ringier, 2009). 
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Limited Time Only

The elementary unit of art today is . . . no longer an artwork as object but 
an art space in which objects are exhibited: the space of an exhibition, of 
an installation. Present-day art is not the sum of particular things but the 
topology of particular places.
 —Boris Groys, “Multiple Authorship”

Confronted with a hole, we can make something out of it or we can jump into it.
 —Darian Leader, “The Blank Page”

A conversation with Atanas Bozdarov about a bag of potato chips96 misleadingly labelled 
“limited time only” led to the idea of a plaque bearing the phrase for the exterior of 205 
Richmond Street West, where our studios and the rooms and gallery spaces in which we 
worked are located. (This is another kind of collaboration: maximally shared authorship, 
minimally shared labour.) An entirely provisional type test97 for such a plaque in turn led to 
the idea of the type test as a form for work. Produced in the course of designing something, 
such tests normally disappear in the final product, where of course only what has been 
chosen is used: made obsolete by the satisfactory version, other attempts disappear into 
the process. What about the type test persisting as the final form of the work?

This thought was pursued through a series of iterations on the way to the eventual 
building plaque. 

In a way, it could be said that as this normally ephemeral and invisible part 
of the design process was repeated across a series of laboriously executed iterations, 
developed into a number of relatively stable works—including the final site-specific 
installation—and preserved in documentation (graphic, photographic, textual), it 
became something like the bit of ad copy it started with: an enticing but deceptive claim 
emblazoned on what seems to be a longstanding product. But throughout the slow process 
of its development meaning has been accumulating, forming on it like a patina, and if the 
language has come to represent among other things the in-between temporality of our 
time here—ongoing yet soon coming to an end—and the object has come to function as 
a form of documentation, referring to the finite duration and architectural boundaries 
of a few people’s collaborative work, its ambiguity nevertheless allows other meanings 
to accumulate and its perpetually open temporality allows it to refer to durations other 
than ours. All the while, the perpetuation of the provisional form fixes our fugitive efforts 
in a more or less permanent one while at the same time forestalling the mortification of 
the finished object—the “death-like” aspect of the finished work that Philip Guston was 
continually at pains to ward off.98

96  Ketchup-flavour Doritos.
97  That is, an experiment with typeface choices and such related issues as size, leading, 

justification, etc.
98  “There’s something death-like about a painting finished. A kind of death happens, and 

I then am inclined to destroy it.” Philip Guston in Michael Blackwood, dir., Philip Guston: A Life 
Lived, 1913–1980, VHS (New York: Blackwood Productions, c. 1981).
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Limited Time Only, Version 1:
Vinyl Signage and Printed Document (Type Tests, Documentation)

Installed with Aisha Ali, the initial conversion of the type test into a finished work took 
the form of vinyl signage on a sidewalk-adjacent window, documented in printed matter.99 
By then, beyond its chip-bag origins (and its trite existential connotations), the phrase 
“limited time only” had come to suggest various things for us. The signage was on the 
window of a studio space that we expected to lose, and which we were occupying in the 
first place because of another (temporary) loss of studio space. (We did subsequently lose 
the space; at the time of this writing, the signage is still there.) More broadly, it referred 
to the building in general as the physical manifestation of our time at OCAD, and, in the 
larger context of the city, the low-rise light-industrial building in the downtown core as an 
endangered species, liable to see a development proposal sign posted on its facade at any 
moment.

While continuing a concern with retaining explicit traces of the process in 
the finished work, the type-test-as-signage was also an attempt to convert aspects of 
“bad” vernacular typography into something intentional, or to make intentional use 
of typographic no-nos. Good amateurism is valued over bad professionalism, and the 
anti-typographic is seen as a potential means to better ends: conspicuously displayed 
in public space, the work mimics the language of commodity exchange and the form of 
retail signage; rendered in cryptic and illegible type,100 it attempts to defamiliarize both 
the language and form and open them up to new meanings. This iteration was also an 
experiment with documentation as the permanent form of ephemeral work: the signage, 
whose duration is unpredictable, was documented in a souvenir pamphlet, formatted as 
a potential three-page template for future projects of this kind to be organized into, their 
accumulation gradually developing into an archive. In all of these ways it was both a test 
for an eventual outcome (plaque) and a collection of outcomes itself.

99  The directness of this first translation is underscored by a typographic error—the 
substitution of a D for an O. The signage with typo remains installed and is preserved in the 
documentation.

100  The typesetting combines a somewhat obscure late nineties typeface of dubious legibility, 
vertically set text, and full justification. In A Type Primer, John Kane is unambiguous on the matter 
of vertically set text. In a section entitled “English Is Not Chinese,” he writes: “When you consider 
that the primary purpose of type is to convey information with as little intrusion as possible, and 
that letterforms exist as a response to the lateral gestures of hand writing, then it should be clear 
that setting type vertically is inherently anti-typographic.” John Kane, A Type Primer, 2nd ed. 
(London: Pearson, 2011), 88.
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Figure 9. Limited Time Only, version 1, 2019. Vinyl signage, 44 × 441/2″. Accompanied by 
specimen booklet
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Limited Time Only, Version 2:
Latex Plaque (Mimicry, Material Tests)

The Dutch designers Experimental Jetset define graphic design as “turning language into 
objects”;101 the protracted development of the project towards the building plaque offered 
various occasions for doing this. In this case, when a deep-relief acrylic pattern intended 
for sand casting the metal plaque seemed bound to fail given the characteristics of the 
typeface and the nature of the process, it was repurposed to produce a stiff silicone mould 
for experimenting with other materials.

Latex was chosen in part to test its material properties, in part because it could be 
produced incrementally alongside other work—liquid latex was applied to the mould in 
countless thin layers over the course of a couple of weeks, totalling about 1.25 litres—and 
in part because the conventional wisdom in the mouldmaking studio was that one couldn’t 
cast latex in silicone moulds. But it was also an act of mimicry:102 Atanas Bozdarov had 
based a few projects on his allergy to latex, so the material choice corresponded to his 
larger body of work rather than mine, and had a rationale that is his and not mine—or 
rather, his rationale has to do with latex, and my rationale has to do with copying his. In 
this way the project’s authorship is further blurred: given the broader context of our work 
it’s unclear whether the latex iteration is more likely to be attributed to AB’s first-order 
rationale for using the material or my second-order one.

Limited Time Only, Version 3:
Bronze Plaque

Having détourned the language of advertising as street-facing window signage, converted 
ephemeral work into a document that forms part of an archive as printed matter, and 
combined material testing and experiments in mimicry/mockery as a thick slab of latex, 
the original intention—a bronze plaque for the exterior of 205 Richmond Street—was 
eventually executed. (Continuing a practice of accepting and negotiating found conditions, 
it was designed to be installed using existing holes in the masonry wall, whose locations in 
turn altered the face the plaque in all iterations since measuring them.) In this context the 
piece co-opts the authority of its medium, acting as though it belongs on the building and 
performing the traditional functions of permanence and commemoration. Like the original 
vinyl signage, it fixes the fleeting type test while referring to its own uncertain duration, 
the rapidly disappearing stock of low-rise light industrial buildings and cultural spaces 
in the downtown core, and our own brief time at the school, standing in for the many 
ephemeral gestures made during two years of study.

101  Experimental Jetset (Marieke Stolk, Erwin Brinkers, and Danny van den Dungen), 
“Interview/Graphic Design Words” (unedited version), interview by Giorgio Camuffo and 
Maddalena Dalla Mura, July 2010, https://www.experimentaljetset.nl/archive/interview-graphic-
design-words.

102  Another lost thesis. See Roger Caillois, “Mimicry and Legendary Psychaesthenia” (1935), 
trans. John Shepley, October 32 (Winter 1984): 16–32. Originally published in Minotaure 7.
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Figure 10. Limited Time Only, 2019–20. Back row, left to right: size-as acrylic pattern 
for mould, mounted to melamine-surface particle board; silicone mould; Limited Time 
Only, version 2 (latex plaque); oversize pattern for sandcasting: photopolymer plate 
(with circles) mounted to acrylic; oversize acrylic pattern; front row, left to right: Limited 
Time Only, version 3 (bronze plaque), three examples; oversize pattern for sandcasting: 
photopolymer plate (without circles, as cast) mounted to acrylic; oversize pattern/version 
in acrylic coated with primer and Rustoleum stone-textured finish. Work in progress
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Figure 11. Limited Time Only. Work in progress

Figure 12 (following page). Limited Time Only (sorry we will be back shortly)
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Cave

In some respects, as it develops from ephemeral and provisional forms to a quintessentially 
stable material and a more or less definitive site-specific installation commemorating the 
use of our time over the course of two years and marking the building that houses the art 
school we attended and which provided the architectural framework for much of what 
we did, Limited Time Only follows in reverse the trajectory of Gavin Turk’s Cave (1991) 
through its many iterations, encountering a number of the central themes and strategies of 
this thesis along the way.

Rachel Newsome describes Cave, which served as Turk’s degree exhibition at the 
Royal College of Art in London, as follows: “To begin at the end. In a sky-lit wood-panelled 
room inside the Royal College of Art mounted on an otherwise empty wall in an otherwise 
empty room, a blue ceramic English heritage plaque reads ‘Gavin Turk, Sculptor, worked 
here 1989–1991.’ A commemoration of a life, it marks the presence of the artist with the 
most powerful and evocative of the tools that might be at his disposal—his absence.”103

Turk describes it as “ceramic plaque in room,” and gives the dimensions of 
6750 × 6750 × 10000 mm104—which is to say, the interior dimensions of the studio in 
which Turk had worked and in which the plaque was installed.

The examining committee described it as “insufficient.”105 Their dismay with 
the work was such that in June 1991, a few days before the exhibition was to close, Turk 
received a letter from Jocelyn Stevens, the RCA’s Thatcher administration–appointed 
rector with “no background in culture” who a year later would leave the RCA to become 
chair of English Heritage:106 following the initial review of the degree show and “a meeting 
of the Academic Board for Concessions and Discipline,”107 Turk was obliged, having 
“displayed insufficient work,”108 to submit a new presentation to the Final Examination 
Board, where he was “expected to show a substantial body of work of at least 6–8 pieces.”109 
At this meeting he showed slides of his own work and of precedents that included Jannis 
Kounellis’s 1969 Untitled (12 Horses), one of Jeff Koons’s self-promotional advertisements, 
and a heritage plaque commemorating John Ruskin “to illustrate the lineage and context 
within which the work was operating.”110 Needless to say, this effort at contextualization 
was not successful. Despite Darian Leader’s later assessment that Turk had arrived at 
an “elegant solution” in that “instead of displaying works that would necessarily fail to 
represent their maker, he simply indexed the fact that works had been made,” and as such 

103  Rachel Newsome, “Which Came First?,” n.d. (c. 2009?), accessed 4 September 2019, 
http://gavinturk.com/artworks/image/10/. A version entitled “To End with a Beginning,” appears in 
Rachel Newsome, ed., This Is Not a Book about Gavin Turk (London: Trolley, 2014), 187–96.

104  Gavin Turk, Cave, accessed 3 February 2020, http://gavinturk.com/artworks/image/17/.
105  Letter from Jocelyn Stevens to Gavin Turk, June 1991, quoted in “Gavin Turk and the 

Royal College Degree Show,” Frieze 1 (September–October 1991), 12. Text of the article available at 
https://frieze.com/article/gavin-turk-and-royal-college-degree-show.

106  Stephen Bates, “Sir Jocelyn Stevens Obituary,” The Guardian, 14 October 2014, https://
www.theguardian.com/media/2014/oct/14/sir-jocelyn-stevens. “The brief was, as he put it, to put a 
fox in the chicken coop.”

107  “Gavin Turk and the Royal College Degree Show,” 12.
108  “Gavin Turk and the Royal College Degree Show,” 12.
109  “Gavin Turk and the Royal College Degree Show,” 12.
110  “Gavin Turk and the Royal College Degree Show,” 12.
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“no one could judge whether the works had done their job or not,”111 the committee seems 
to have had no difficulty judging that the works had not done their job, and duly awarded 
Cave its famous F, costing Turk his MA degree.

Significantly, at the time Turk described his slide presentation as a means of 
literally making the work visible to the examiners: “As far as I was concerned, the board 
was unable to see the piece because they desire to see a readily consumable traditional 
sculpture. It seemed to me that an interest in contemporary debate was absent or even 
irrelevant.”112 Following the events of June, and paralleling almost too perfectly the path 
of Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain from rejection to (anonymously authored) published 
defence, by late September these events were recounted below a large photograph of 
the RCA installation in a full-page article in the first issue of Frieze. This process of 
making visible connects the project explicitly to Michael Newman’s analysis of the generic 
object, indiscernible or otherwise unseen, becoming visible through documentation and 
distribution—in particular through the publication of photographs accompanied by text or 
vice versa.

Cave also represents the iterative procedures of repetition, variation, and 
material experimentation that characterize Limited Time Only and much of the other 
work in and around this thesis. The RCA installation Cave (1991; ceramic plaque in room, 
675 × 675 × 1000 cm) was preceded by Study for Cave (April 1991; pencil on blueprint 
paper, 61 × 61 cm), a schematic drawing with specifications for the production of the 
plaque.113 With the original work effectively destroyed when the exhibition ended and the 
room returned to use as a studio, the plaque was reused in Relic (Cave) (1991; ceramic 
laid on concrete and wood in vitrine, 180 × 60 × 127 cm), the dimensions once again 
referring to the total complex of the “original blue plaque from Cave installation encased 
in a Beuysian vitrine.”114 In the same year, a ceramic plaque entitled Cavey (1991; ceramic 
plaque, 5 × 49 × 49 cm) was produced in an edition of three, one example of which is in 
the collection of the Tate, where it is dated 1991–97.115 This time the work is the plaque 
itself—“a replica of the original ‘historical blue plaque’ to commemorate work done by 
the Artist during his time at the Royal College of Art.”116 Four years later, Turk produced 
Cave (1995; silkscreen on plastic, 48.25 × 48.25 cm), “a vacform plastic reproduction of 
the artist’s original blue plaque installation of the same title,” in an edition of 130.117 And 
eighteen years after the original drawings for the project, he revisited the plaque with 
pencil again in hand, producing the graphite rubbing Frottage (2009; graphite on paper, 
70 × 70 cm)118—this too a commemoration of a commemoration (of a commemoration?), 

111  Darian Leader, “Gavin Turk—The Blank Page,” c. 2009, accessed 4 September 2019, 
https://www.darianleader.com/art/gavin-turk-the-blank-page/.

112  “Gavin Turk and the Royal College Degree Show,” 12.
113  Gavin Turk, Study for Cave, accessed 4 September 2019, http://gavinturk.com/artworks/

image/14/.
114  Gavin Turk, Relic (Cave), accessed 4 September 2019, http://gavinturk.com/artworks/

image/17/.
115  “Gavin Turk, Cavey, 1991–7,” Tate, accessed 4 September 2019, https://www.tate.org.uk/

art/artworks/turk-cavey-t13208.
116  Gavin Turk, Cavey, accessed 4 September 2019, http://gavinturk.com/artworks/image/11/.
117  Gavin Turk, Cave, accessed 4 September 2019, http://gavinturk.com/artworks/image/2577/.
118  Gavin Turk, Frottage, accessed 4 September 2019, http://gavinturk.com/artworks/

image/2839/.
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inscribed as it is at lower right “Gavin Turk 91–95.”119

Lastly, of course, it is for all intents and purposes the same object. It originated 
as a plaque installed on the wall of a school building in a master’s thesis exhibition, its 
material form and commemorative language both affirming the maker’s presence and 
indicating, just slightly in advance, his imminent absence: as Newsome describes it, the 
“material object of the plaque frames the space and the art work frames the artist, the 
one somehow preceding the other in an elliptical sleight of hand, as the end frames the 
beginning.”120

119  Somewhat more peripherally, there is Relic (Wrapped Waste) (2007; cotton dust sheet, 
rope, twine, and debris, 20 × 37 × 38 cm), a small found-materials sculpture consisting of the “dust 
sheets and debris used to cover the piece Relic during an exhibition opening”—and this piece is in 
turn connected to many others like it.

120  Newsome, “Which Came First?”
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Postscript: Print Screen

If someone is looking for something and perhaps roots around in a certain 
place, he shows that he believes that what he is looking for is there.
 —Ludwig Wittgenstein, On Certainty

Since prehistory, all new media have actively impacted history and the way it is 
made. Of course history is now made via Instagram, it’s a fact.
 —Hito Steyerl, “Roundtable: History in a Time of Hypercirculation”

In the Limited Time Only plaque, many of the broader themes of the thesis converge. 
Combining found language, an obscure typeface with origins in pop and electronic music 
and DJing,121 amateur typography, default size and proportions, and given site conditions, 
it is one outcome of the attempt to find ways of working—collaborative approaches, 
iterative production, graphic design/printed matter, radical editing and tinkering, 
appearing and disappearing, and so on; at the same time, its commemorative function 
makes it a form of documentation—referring to a fleeting exchange of text messages, to 
the cast-offs of the initial process (type test; letter-size paper), and to the work of a few 
people in a particular place over a specific period of time, rather than referring to itself and 
its own status as an object. Here, in some ways, the work and the documentation are one. 

At the same time, its temporality differs from the retrospective mode of Gavin 
Turk’s Cave: whereas Turk replicates the past-tense wording of the historical plaque, the 
language of Limited Time Only is nonspecific: it hovers in an ambiguous temporality that 
encompasses the past and the present while suggesting an uncertain future duration; the 
plaque is destined to become—sooner rather than later—a thing from the past that once 
referred to the future. At the same time, because it bears no reference to authors or dates, 
its meaning and its temporality are perpetually renewable—only the site is fixed. As such, 
unlike the definitively past—the completed action—it retains a living quality, a perpetual 
openness to taking on new meanings and other referents. (As Pier Paolo Pasolini wrote 
in his “Observations on the Long Take,” “only completed acts may be coordinated among 
themselves and thus acquire meaning.”)122

If the piece at all mitigates the dreaded disappointment of the finished work—that 
“death-like” quality that Philip Guston abhored123—and retains some sense of pleasure, 
and if beyond this or that individual work the pleasure of documentation—of the trace—
is sometimes capable of exceeding the pleasure of encountering the work itself, then 
perhaps it is due in part to this living quality. As Boris Groys laboriously explains, the 

121  The typeface, German Bold Italic (1997), was commissioned by the Japanese producer 
and DJ Towa Tei for the single “GBI (German Bold Italic),” a collaboration with Kylie Minogue and 
Haruomi Hosono, and designed by Tycoon Graphics, also regular collaborators. The track reached 
50 on the Australian chart and 63 on the UK chart. Tei’s website still uses the font along with several 
other custom fonts.

122  Pier Paolo Pasolini, “Observations on the Long Take” (1967), trans. Norman MacAfee and 
Craig Owens, October 13 (Summer 1980): 5.

123  Philip Guston in Michael Blackwood, dir., Philip Guston: A Life Lived, 1913–1980, VHS 
(New York: Blackwood Productions, c. 1981).
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“identifying feature” of art documentation “is precisely that it documents art rather than 
presenting it. For those who devote themselves to the production of art documentation 
rather than artworks, art is identical to life, because life is essentially a pure activity that 
has no end result. The presentation of any such end result—in the form of an artwork, 
say—would imply an understanding of life as a merely functional process whose own 
duration is negated and extinguished by the creation of the end product—which is 
equivalent to death. It is no coincidence that museums are traditionally compared to 
cemeteries: by presenting art as the end result of life, they obliterate life once and for all. 
Art documentation, by contrast, marks the attempt to use artistic media within art spaces 
to refer to life itself, that is, to a pure activity, to pure practice, to an artistic life, as it were, 
without presenting it directly. Art becomes a life form, whereas the artwork becomes non-
art, a mere documentation of this life form.”124

This association between documentation and life brings up an important question. 
Today much of the circulation of art and design work, exhibitions, etc. takes place online, 
where both the process and the final product are made visible (the former often used as a 
means of establishing the value of the latter). So why, apart from lack of ability, are online 
platforms not utilized in this thesis? After all, it is obviously no longer the case, as it was 
when Dan Graham first recognized that the way the work circulates is as important as the 
work itself, that the primary vehicle for that circulation is printed matter.125 

It is easy to see that some important characteristics differentiate print media 
from web- and software-based media. Above all, once produced, printed matter functions 
autonomously: neither its existence nor access to it is controlled by large, privately owned 
corporations and increasingly restrictive policies and regulations, nor does it necessarily 
function within the operations of surveillance capitalism (although as it happens it often 
does). It is fair to say that at least to a greater extent than digital/web-based media, print 
media remain democratic and sovereign, in contrast to the illusion of a public commons that 
is actually in the service of increasingly sophisticated mechanisms of private enterprise.

But one can go further, because although they might seem at first to be in parallel, 
the forms in which art generally circulates online are in fact entirely contrary to the themes 
that run through this thesis: self-effacement is inverted into display behaviour (Anna-
Kaisa Rastenberger notes the increasing use of the word “display” in relation to exhibitions 
generally);126 invisibility, the generic form, and the replica transform into “generic 
imagery”127 and the “disappearance of the individual”128 through the endless accumulation 

124  Boris Groys, “Art in the Age of Biopolitics: From Artwork to Art Documentation,” in Art 
Power (Cambridge, Mass., and London: MIT Press, 2008), 54.

125  See for example Dan Graham, “My Works for Magazine Pages: A History of Conceptual 
Art,” in Rock My Religion: Writings and Art Projects 1965–1990, ed. Brian Wallis (Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 1993), xviii–xx.

126  Anna-Kaisa Rastenberger, “Why Exhibit? Affective Spectatorship and the Gaze from 
Somewhere,” in Why Exhibit? Positions on Exhibiting Photographies, ed. Rastenberger and Iris 
Sikking (Amsterdam: Fw:Books; Helsinki: The Academy of Fine Arts, University of the Arts 
Helsinki, 2018), 101.

127  Rastenberger, “Why Exhibit?,” 101.
128  Penelope Umbrico, “In Conversation with Penelope Umbrico on Unintentional Images and 

the Web as a Self-Portrait of Our Culture,” interview by Anna Kaisa Rastenberger, in Why Exhibit? 
Positions on Exhibiting Photographies, 68.
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of selfies and other “scripted”129 photographs taken in exhibitions designed for that 
purpose; the inconspicuous or ephemeral work revealed or preserved in documentation 
and the small exhibitions seen by a few people have their nightmare counterpart in 
“massive exhibition spectacles, which are meant to be experienced together with fellow 
spectators as a stage for collective and overlapping documentation”;130 and the specificity 
of the individuals, time, and place that are so important in this work are surrendered in the 
name of being “everywhere with everybody else who is also everywhere.”131

Moreover, in terms of process, the relentless immediacy of the internet means 
that production, exhibition, and documentation coalesce in an unfortunate way: “Under 
the traditional, institutional regime,” according to Boris Groys, “art was produced in one 
place—the atelier of an artist or the room of a writer—and shown in another place, in 
a museum or gallery, or in a published book. The emergence of the Internet erased this 
difference. . . . The process of art production as far as it involves the use of the Internet is 
already exposed from beginning to end. Earlier, only industrial workers operated under 
the gaze of others. . . . However, if the so-called creative worker uses the Internet, he or 
she is subjected to the same or an even greater degree of surveillance as the Foucauldian 
worker.”132 In this dystopian image, the dilettante who freely explored the periphery has 
been transported to a cell—albeit one with free wi-fi—on the perimeter of the panopticon. 
Among the early goals of this thesis was to try not to separate the final outcome from 
continuous, ongoing work, but that is not the same as submitting to continuous exposure.

Finally, the audience too changes: it is no longer human. While among the living 
“everyone searches the Internet for information about what has happened to one’s own 
friends and acquaintances,”133 “the gaze that reads the Internet is the algorithmic gaze. 
And, at least potentially, this algorithmic gaze can see and read everything that has ever 
been put on the Internet.”134

Where to go from here, then? If Groys finds one bright spot in the “possibility of 
decontextualization and recontextualization” of “the cut-and-paste operations that the 

129  Umbrico, “In Conversation with Penelope Umbrico,” 68.
130  Rastenberger, “Why Exhibit?,” 101. As Rastenberger describes it, “documentation of 

exhibitions carried out by exhibiting organizations, curators, artists, and, increasingly, visitors 
themselves, is rapidly uploaded to online environments and social media platforms. Art spaces 
participate in the perpetual re-contextualization and de-contextualization of images, content to 
let their audience function as pro bono promotors and data providers. For audience members, 
photographing and sharing affords them a way to craft a personalized exhibition experience while 
shaping their network-based identity and communicating with their social media communities. 
For museums, galleries, and festivals, a photographing audience generates attention currency and 
amounts to a uniquely enthusiastic, outsourced marketing department more than happy to forgo 
a salary” (101–02). Meanwhile, in a recent review of the Warhol exhibition at the Tate Modern, a 
reviewer writes of Silver Clouds (1965–66): “These buoyant mirror-pillows never take a bad picture, 
as will undoubtedly be demonstrated by countless Tate-loving Instagrammers this spring/summer.” 
Gilda Williams, “Not Another Warhol Show: A Review from Tate Modern,” review of Andy Warhol, 
Tate Modern, 12 March–6 September 2020, Frieze, 13 March 2020, https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-
on/tate-modern/exhibition/andy-warhol.

131  Umbrico, “In Conversation with Penelope Umbrico,” 68.
132  Boris Groys, “Art on the Internet,” in In the Flow (London: Verso, 2016), 179.
133  Groys, “Art on the Internet,” 177.
134  Groys, “Art on the Internet,” 178–79.
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Internet offers to its users,”135 Hito Steyerl goes further, suggesting a fundamental shift—a 
reversal—from recording and copying technologies to technologies of projecting the 
future: “I think that nowadays a lot of capture devices that we still think of as recording 
something for posterity or for the present are rather being used to project a future, to 
basically reverse a future-to-be. I think that 3D renderings of malls also work in exactly 
this way: they project a future to be built, of course, but also a whole social environment, 
with the ghosts that come with it and all of that. It’s a projection, not a representation.”136 
So although our images, words, patterns of behaviour, and desires are continually being 
collected and monetized by large corporations, “the good news,” according to Steyerl, is 
that “as long as the image you capture is a record, you are always too late. It has happened 
already, you cannot change it anymore. It’s a document. So, if you start generating instead, 
then you have an option of what the future you are intending to generate is supposed to 
look like. That’s in fact very refreshing.”137

For Steyerl, “the technologies of the present moment are the most interesting 
because they contain the tensions of the present moment, and also the bugs, the 
dysfunctionalities of the present moment. People who don’t use them are missing out on 
those dysfunctionalities.”138 She is pretty convincing. If it is true, then perhaps this strange 
temporality of the generative—a temporality that overlaps with that of Limited Time Only 
and continues beyond it—hints at ways one might continue this project while engaging 
with the pervasive media of the present day. Although it was not within the scope of this 
thesis to figure out how to do so, it is a possible direction for future work.

135  Groys, “Art on the Internet,” 187–88.
136  Hito Steyerl, in Steyerl, DIS (Lauren Boyle and Marco Roso), and Susanne von 

Falkenhausen, “Roundtable: History in a Time of Hypercirculation,” moderated by Kolja Reichert, 
Spike 42 (Winter 2014), http://spikeartmagazine.com/en/articles/roundtable-history-time-
hypercirculation.

137  Steyerl, “Roundtable: History in a Time of Hypercirculation.”
138  Steyerl, “Roundtable: History in a Time of Hypercirculation.”
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Post-Postscript: Alternate Forms of Delivery

If you did not desire to go, there would be a chance that the door would open.
 —Hélène Cixous, “Attacks of the Castle”

The COVID-19 pandemic has our degrees coming to a strange end, and this thesis has to 
some extent joined the many potential thesis projects that are embedded in it, becoming a 
lost thesis itself. Moreover, as it turns out, the work has been transported to the internet 
much more suddenly than expected.

With the announcement of the closure of the school from 18 March to 24 April, the 
resultant loss of fabrication facilities and exhibition spaces, and the cancellation of thesis 
exhibitions and defences, we were given three days’ notice to document or remove what 
we needed, with communications from administration repeatedly referring to “alternate 
forms of delivery.” In this context we installed a final collective exhibition: Alternate 
Forms of Delivery, an improvised closed-gallery exhibition consisting of a livestream from 
418 showing a photograph of a sign reading SORRY WE WILL BE BACK SHORTLY and a 
computer viewing the same streaming video, hosted at twitch.tv/aaabcr (see appendix C), 
which is intermittently replaced with an error message. “A commemoration of a life” like 
Gavin Turk’s plaque once again, the static video, periodically punctuated by the sounds of 
sirens outside 205 Richmond and of occasional activity inside, “marks the presence of the 
artist with the most powerful and evocative of the tools that might be at his disposal—his 
absence.”139 Installed and documented on 17 and 18 March and intended to run throughout 
the closure,  the stream originally ran from 17 March, 6:40 p.m. to 3 April, 3:10 a.m. (392 
hrs. 30 min), then went down. It was restored and back online as of 9 April, 12:25 p.m., 
and has been running continuously since, extended along with the school closure to at least 
1 June.

Our overriding concerns with closed or otherwise unseen exhibitions, economy of 
means, salvaging and reuse, and collaboration take on new and altered meanings amidst 
the present scarcity of resources and total disappearance of indoor public space. The 
photograph was originally shown in our cohort’s incoming exhibition in fall 2018, where 
it was placed outside the door when the gallery was open and taken inside when it was 
closed; the computer and webcam were borrowed shortly before the closure; invitations 
were printed on recycled paper at a home-based Risograph printshop and picked up 
from the porch; and, with our remote desktop control severed, a strange combination of 
solidarity and class dynamics arises as we find ourselves relying on allies at both ends of 
the institutional hierarchy to keep the project going. The question we are beginning to ask 
now, and which we will need to answer when the dust settles, is: what is lost when we shift 
to this mode of operation?

The printed invitation (appendix C, figures 83–84) shows five isolated faces, their 
outlines vibrating with the RGB fringing of the webcams that now connect the locked-up 
exhibition space to the outside world and the institution’s denizens to each other.

139  Rachel Newsome, “Which Came First?,” n.d. (c. 2009?), accessed 4 September 2019, 
http://gavinturk.com/artworks/image/10/.
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Figure 13. Alternate Forms of Delivery, 2020. Framed photograph, computer, webcam, 
livestream
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Appendix A
Endless Folly: Heaven Is a Place on Earth

What I came to realize was that no subsequent experience, no amount of 
exercising “originality,” no amount of making “something new” had ever 
touched me so deeply, excited me as much, as that discovery of the “trace.”
 —Ian Carr-Harris, “Tracing Reading Writing”

I believe we live in a paradise, I really do.
 —Albert York

It started as a very simple proposition: reassemble the shattered pieces of a found plaster 
statuette that had been painted to look like bronze, then make a mould from it, reproduce 
it in bronze, and patinate it to look like plaster painted to look like bronze—the evidently 
bronze areas standing in for the places where, on the original, the bronze paint had not yet 
flaked off.

The original object, whose authorship remains unknown, was produced by Esco 
Products, Inc.,1 purveyors of “large-headed celebrity plaster statues”2 based in Brooklyn, 
New York, from at least the early 1950s through the late 1990s or early 2000s,3 at which 
point the company was sold and became a division of Ohio Discount Merchandise in 
Canton, Ohio.4 Esco’s business consisted mainly of unauthorized representations of actors 
and characters from cinema, musicians, and the odd athlete or cultural figure, made of 
painted plaster (chalkware, or “carnival chalk”), often reinforced with heavy-gauge wire. 
Alongside these the company produced a variety of gold- and bronze-painted statuettes 
with references to antiquity, religious subjects ranging from “praying hands” to the Pieta, 
and so on—and if Rodin was so “quickly induced to participate in the transformation of 

1  “ESCO”—a contraction of “Entertainment Statue Company”—can just barely be made 
out on the base.

2  Lisa Stein Haven, Charlie Chaplin’s Little Tramp in America, 1947–77 (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 180.

3  Though dates of the 1960s and 1970s are commonly given, Esco’s registrations in the 
Catalog of Copyright Entries in the Library of Congress date back to at least 1951. Similarly one finds 
both Brooklyn and New Jersey as locations in the scattered descriptions of the company, however 
New York is the location given in the copyright catalogues, and the National Museum of American 
History at the Smithsonian gives an Esco statuette’s place of manufacture as New York, New York. 
“Statue of Louis Armstrong,” National Museum of American History, ID number 1996.0342.062, 
accession number 1996.0342, catalog number 1996.0342.062, https://americanhistory.si.edu/
collections/search/object/nmah_1190830. A respondent to an online query writes: “They were in 
Brooklyn NY (59th St) and moved to another location in NYC a few years before they closed. I used 
to buy the statues from them for 30 years and was very friendly with the owner. I used to go to the 
factory to pick up merchandise once a month.” Guest2566, response to “Where can I find a company 
history of Esco Statues?,” c. 2011, accessed 12 January 2020, http://www.talkqueen.com/Where-
can-I-find-a-company-history-of-Esco-Statues-q145416.

4  Eric Grundhauser, “Where Those Big-Headed Statues in Smoky ’80s Bars Came From,” 
Atlas Obscura, 11 December 2015, https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/where-those-bigheaded-
statues-in-smoky-80s-bars-came-from?utm_source=facebook.com&utm_medium=atlas-page.
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his own work into kitsch,” in Esco statuary that operation is redoubled in a smoothed-out 
Kiss and (reprising Rodin’s own strategies of repetition) a pair of youthful, wavy-haired 
Thinkers transfigured into bookends. Though most of these objects dwell in the dreary 
interiors of taverns and the homes of collectors of period knick-knacks, at least one Esco 
statuette—an early seventies Louis Armstrong “given to American jazz vocalist Ella 
Fitzgerald and . . . inscribed on the bottom of the statue, ‘FROM PHOEBE’”—resides (in 
storage, admittedly) in the National Museum of American History at the Smithsonian: “as 
in many of Esco’s celebrity statues, the [head is] exaggerated in size.”5

Produced by skilled fabricators (and sometimes bearing the sculptor’s signature), 
the plaster likenesses were produced in relatively small editions and registered as 
“caricatures”—practicalities that enabled Esco not only to avoid licencing them, but to 
copyright them themselves.6 With this approach, Esco both operated according to the 
“dynamics of copycat production,”7 and participated, however obliquely, in the process of 
“systematic rarification”8 proper to bronze casting and the other “compound arts”9 as they 
operate in the art market.

In some ways, cast plaster painted to look like bronze is not much different from 
the real thing. Of course the plaster is much lighter, infinitely more fragile; but like all 
forms of mouldmaking, cast bronze is a medium of replication—a compound art, in 
Rosalind Krauss’s formulation. In fact, in an article on contemporary practices utilizing 
traditional foundry processes, Glenn Adamson speaks of how, “as the domain of the 
fabricator and the copyist”—and no doubt also as the domain of kitsch—“bronze was 
often shunted out of the spotlight in the twentieth century.”10 He illustrates its trajectory 
over the past several decades through the example of the sculptor Peter Voulkos, moving 
from an evocation of the “hands-on, macho, directly expressive” mode of foundry casting 
that characterized the medium in the 1960s, exemplified in documentary photographs 
of Voulkos’s Garbanzo Works foundry in Berkeley,11 to events of 1999, when Voulkos and 
Artworks Foundry owner Piero Mussi worked together to reassemble one of Voulkos’s 
ceramic sculptures—an important 1959 work that had been smashed to pieces during 
an earthquake in the late eighties—and then, once it was whole again, to make a mould 
of it and cast it in bronze. For Adamson, “this story of the artist’s hand giving way to the 
collaborative work of duplication is emblematic of broader shifts in attitudes to casting.”12

Taking the convergence of the fragile, often domestic medium of ceramics and the 
heroic permanence of bronze beyond the practicalities of preservation and reproduction, 
sculptor Nicole Cherubini exemplifies for Adamson the intersections of original and 

5  “Statue of Louis Armstrong,” National Museum of American History.
6  Stein Haven, Charlie Chaplin’s Little Tramp in America, 220. Stein Haven’s example is an 

“original Charlie Chaplin statue” manufactured by Esco that “appears in the Catalog of Copyright 
Entries as ‘a caricature of Charlie Chaplin, statue on base,’ with a copyright date of December 27, 
1971. Esco Products, Inc. was able to do this because it had labeled the statue a ‘caricature’ not a 
portrait or rendering of the original.”

7  Stein Haven, Charlie Chaplin’s Little Tramp in America, 220.
8  Rosalind Krauss, “Sincerely Yours: A Reply,” October 20 (Spring, 1982): 113.
9  Krauss, “Sincerely Yours,” 113.
10  Glenn Adamson, “Craft to the Second Power,” Metalsmith 38, no. 3 ( June 2018), 34. 

Thank you to Vanessa Krause for referring me to this article.
11  Adamson, “Craft to the Second Power,” 30.
12  Adamson, “Craft to the Second Power,” 30.
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replica, the authorial gesture and outsourced production, and craft and contemporary 
art in the present moment. Cherubini has said that “it is now time to deconstruct 
status hierarchies of materiality, in which bronze casting was recognized as an ‘official’ 
sculpture material, and ceramic often relegated to the dining room sideboard.”13 One of 
her strategies is to use the considerable density of bronze to bring a “sense of weight”14 to 
objects produced in the comparatively lightweight medium of fired clay; when the two 
materials appear together in her work, she “exaggerate[s] this contrast by eschewing 
colorful glazes, instead leaving the clay in a chalky, bisque-fired state.”15

In the end, beyond the clever material sleight of hand, it seems to be the spell 
of the trace that Cherubini is drawn to: describing bronze works whose forms the artist 
originally sculpted in clay, Adamson speaks of “surfaces . . . intensely worked with 
the fingers, like gigantic pinch pots” and of Cherubini’s fascination with seeing “these 
innumerable marks replicated in cast form, in a material she has not been able to touch 
at all.”16 This strange combination, the confluence of the immediacy of the fingerprint—
the trace—and the factory-produced cast metal object—an endlessly reproducible 
multiple untouched by the artist’s hand—links cast metal to that other compound art 
which followed a similar trajectory from the early to the late twentieth century, namely 
photography: the one medium so heavy and unwieldy, the other so insubstantial that Jean 
Genet could speak of being able to “vacate his hotel room (usually located near a train 
station) in a matter of minutes” because he only cared about four photographs, “and these, 
along with his clothes and papers, all fit easily into a small valise.”17

Bronze casting and photography are fundamentally similar in their synthesis 
of indexicality and the capacity for infinite multiplication. Rosalind Krauss connected 
them directly in her problematizing of the concepts of originality and authenticity via 
the posthumous castings of Auguste Rodin’s sculptures in her important essay “The 
Originality of the Avant-Garde: A Postmodernist Repetition.” Following from Walter 
Benjamin’s “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” Krauss writes that 
“for Rodin, the concept of the ‘authentic bronze cast’ seems to have made as little sense 
as it has for many photographers.”18 And while both mediums—as seen in sculpture from 
Rodin to Esco, and in photography in the work of artists like Richard Prince and Sherrie 
Levine—have been exemplary in corroding the credibility of such notions as originality 
and authenticity, both have also been at pains to meet the demands of the market by 
developing various artificial forms of scarcity: the numbered edition, the period print, and 
so on—nervous responses that only emphasize their inherent multiplicity.

But if Rodin’s work consists of casts made from casts made from casts, it is also 
true that each of these iterations is nevertheless a cast and thus an index of the one 
before it—just as the effectively endless series of reproductions that can be generated 
once a photograph is taken are all linked, no matter at how many removes, to that 

13  Adamson, “Craft to the Second Power,” 34.
14  Adamson, “Craft to the Second Power,” 34.
15  Adamson, “Craft to the Second Power,” 34.
16  Adamson, “Craft to the Second Power,” 34.
17  Moyra Davey, “Caryatids and Promiscuity,” October 158 (Fall 2016), 25. (Work without 

things to hold on to; work without too many tools.)
18  Rosalind Krauss, “The Originality of the Avant-Garde: A Postmodernist Repetition,” 

October 18 (Autumn 1981): 49.
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originary photomechanical event when reflected light struck a sensitized surface. Thus 
on the one hand, “authenticity empties out as a notion as one approaches those mediums 
which are inherently multiple,”19 while on the other hand, both the photographic print and 
the (wax, plaster, bronze, etc.) cast are indexical: both are bound to the factuality—the 
documentary quality—of the trace.

Eventually engaging with all of these themes—the collapsing of original and 
reproduction, the index/trace, documentation—and with the many of the themes that run 
through this thesis—found objects, reproduction/replica, copying/bootlegging, iterative 
processes, collaboration and multiple authorship (from the unknown original sculptor 
and perhaps also to that author’s reference material to the two who laboured on the 
reproductions), work, material experimentation, and so on and so forth, this project—a 
small sculpture entitled Heaven Is a Place on Earth—began with idle tinkering: gathering 
up the broken pieces of a peculiar piece of garden statuary, saving them in a box, and 
then some time later, in fall 2018, beginning to reassemble them. This diversion was set 
aside partway through, but enough time was spent with the object to begin to appreciate 
its quality. A year later, in fall 2019, the reassembly project was picked up again and its 
completion was the first stage of a seemingly endless process.

Once the work of reproduction began the project was a collaboration with Aisha 
Ali.20 In a 2015 interview, the great English photographer of makeshift solutions Richard 
Wentworth defines skill as “giving something the time it takes to do it while simultaneously 
being critical”21—that is the kind of artistic skill that has carried this project through its 
numerous stages. From the reassembled statue (figures 1–2) a silicone mould was made 
(figure 3; the original—to use that problematic word in a straightforward way—would 
most likely have been cast from a complex plaster mould of many parts: some of the 
parting lines can be seen on the sculpture), and then a three-part plaster mother mould 
to support it (figure 4). An initial plaster test (figure 5) was made, partly to clean debris 
from the mould, followed by a hollow wax (figure 6); within a few days there were three 
more, and then an ever-increasing proliferation of wax replicas, some solid and some 
hollow, each unsatisfactory in its own way. Gating for metal casting was eventually 
undertaken, with varying success. All of this took the better part of a term; very little was 
completed: by the end of November, the point of total despair had been reached. Work 
continued with AA repairing the broken gating systems and completing the ceramic shell 
for metal casting. From two of the solid waxes an aluminum and a bronze cast were made 
(figures 7–8; a third, hollow, failed partway through the process). Around the same time, 
a strange latex example (figure 9) was made on the basis of the first wax. A few months 
later, the destruction of some remaining waxes—melted back into the pot for reuse—
suggested another approach, and one of the few that were left was modified and from that 
a variant aluminum cast was made (figure 10). The process of producing this wax—which 
itself went through several procedural variations, mostly failures—suggested a better 
approach, and a new plaster cast was made which was then modified with the intention of 
producing from it a new silicone mould, and from that mould new waxes . . .

19 Krauss, “The Originality of the Avant-Garde,” 48.
20 For another description, see Aisha Ali, “Test First in a Discrete Area” (master’s thesis, 

OCAD University, 2020), appendix B (“Cherubs”), 70–79.
21 Richard Wentworth, in “Akademie X: Richard Wentworth,” Phaidon, uploaded 5 February 

2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jsivEAXRwg.
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The endlessness of these repetitions and iterations—of this folly—is more than 
just a practical matter. Ian Carr-Harris has suggested that it is in fact inherent in practices 
of reproduction and re-presentation: “this instability—it seems—precludes the possibility 
of singularity. Why? Because under the sign of the trace there is an expectation, a logic 
of momentum or mobility which draws us, we could say, to trace that which we anticipate 
having revealed not once, but a thousand times—an insistence that is even infinite in its 
proportions or quantifiability—as completely invested in the necessity of repetition as it is 
dis-invested in the possibility of singularity.”22

The photographs that follow document the paltry results of this enterprise thus 
far, from selection and restoration through the collaborative effort of reproduction that led 
to alteration and further production—the pleasure of (re)making—iterations multiplying 
and accumulating, suggesting new methods or new variations, drifting towards new things 
that remain connected to the previous ones: an unbroken chain of replicas, both changing 
and fundamentally unchanged. Our considerable work in the studio till closing and beyond 
over the course of eight months or so (and counting) remains largely invisible in the 
resulting objects, which look more or less the same as the found object we started with, but 
our fingerprints are all over them.

The sculpture’s interaction with other objects in the likewise multiply authored 
thesis exhibition tells other stories. Among them, the correspondences and similarities—
material, procedural, spatial—between this object and others in the exhibition on the 
one hand, and on the other hand its ostensible stylistic incongruity, perhaps speak to our 
tendency to want to recognize and draw out reciprocal associations and affinities between 
things, and at the same time to disrupt and obscure straightforward readings—something 
akin to what the graphic designer Frédérique Gagnon has described, in a statement about 
her practice, as “the tension that emerges between a desire to organize and a desire to 
create confusion.”23

22  Ian Carr-Harris, “Tracing Reading Writing,” unpublished lecture (2002), n.p.; cited in 
Philip Monk, “Deaccessionings: Fallen Knowledge and Memory Traces in the Work of Ian Carr-
Harris,” in Ian Carr-Harris, Works: 1992–2002 (Toronto: The Power Plant, 2002), 19.

23  Frédérique Gagnon, statement for the design office Opération Béton, http://www.
operationbeton.co (website no longer available).
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Figure 1. The original statuette, plaster with bronze-coloured paint. Much of the paint has 
flaked off, and some was lost on the face during the production of the silicone mould
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Figure 2. Base of the original statuette, plaster with bronze-coloured paint. Almost all the 
paint has been lost. Although variations were considered, it was abandoned in the final work
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Figure 3. One-piece flexible silicone mould (20–30 October 2019). After much use it has 
suffered only a small tear, which occurred during a wax-cast divesting disaster (partial 
decapitation)
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Figure 4. Three-part plaster mother mould (31 October–8 November 2019), encrusted 
with wax from countless unsuccessful attempts at entirely satisfactory solid castings
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Figure 5. First plaster cast—mould test and clean-out (13 November 2019). Solid. The 
right foot, where there was an air pocket, broke relatively early on; the left hand was 
damaged sometime later
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Figure 6. The first wax cast (14–15 November 2019), and ultimately the most successful 
one. Hollow. Curvature of the underside was slightly improved post-casting. The white 
areas are talcum powder from the removal of the latex version (see figure 9); the Vaseline 
from the same production seems to have been absorbed by the liquid latex
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Figure 7. Aluminum (c. 15 November 2019–ongoing; aluminum poured 3 December 2019). 
The surface was preserved by avoiding sandblasting and instead removing the traces of 
ceramic shell with a rented 2500-PSI electric pressure washer; this process was largely 
unsuccessful on the bronze cast but worked well on the aluminum one. Work in progress, 
awaiting removal of parts of the gating system and other refinements
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Figure 8. Bronze (c. 15 November 2019–ongoing; bronze poured 4 December 2019), 
following unfortunate but finally unavoidable sandblasting (March 2020) to remove 
scaling and remaining traces of ceramic shell. Solid. Work in progress: the feet, left hand, 
and head show parts of the gating system yet to be removed, and it is yet to be selectively 
polished and patinated
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Figure 9. Latex (6 December 2019), produced by Aisha Ali on the basis of the first 
wax cast (see figure 6). By far the most charming iteration, and by far the least time-
consuming. Perhaps the only finished example
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Figure 10. Smooth aluminum (28 February 2020–ongoing; aluminum poured c. 5 March 
2020), on the basis of modified wax. Solid. Work in progress, awaiting removal of parts 
of the gating system (though the connections were improved over the previous versions), 
profiling, and polishing
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Figure 11. Smooth plaster (experimental, 18 February 2020–ongoing), on the basis of 
a new plaster cast, for the purpose of making a new silicone mould for casting smooth 
waxes as an alternative solution to producing smooth aluminum casts. Since the base has 
been abandoned, the curvature of the underside (belly, elbow, legs) has been substantially 
reprofiled. Work in progress; to be abandoned and redone with more moderate surface 
alteration
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Appendix B
Long Dash: Suisse Int’l LD

Punctuation marks are normally small, easily overlooked. When Daniel Quinn, a writer 
posing as the private detective Paul Auster in Paul Auster’s short novel City of Glass, loses 
track of Peter Stillman, the man he is following, Stillman becomes “a speck, a punctuation 
mark, a brick in an endless wall of bricks. Quinn could walk through the streets every day 
for the rest of his life, and still he would not find him.”1 Quinn, continuing his assignment 
afterwards, soon finds himself similarly bricklike: unnoticed, camped out day and night in 
a New York City alleyway, “it was as though he had melted into the walls of the city.”2

In 1967–68, when security guards at The Museum of Modern Art had been 
instructed not to admit Gene Swenson, many of whose attempts to adequately theorize the 
art of his time were literally edited out, he too became a punctuation mark. As Gregory 
Battcock tells it, “this is the story. The art critic, Gene Swenson, has been picketing 
the Museum of Modern Art from 11 to 1 o’clock, every day for the past several weeks. 
He carries a large question mark as a sign.”3 Writing in the Village Voice shortly after 
Swenson’s death in 1969, Jill Johnston describes the last time she saw him, “walking down 
the Bowery slow motion, fragile, transparent, not really there.”4 At the same time, part 
of the power of Swenson’s lonely protest lay precisely in limiting his expression to that 
mute interrogation. In doing so, as Jennifer Sichel points out, “he withholds the comfort 
of slogans and solidarity, of simple demands shouted in unison. With his question mark, 
Swenson suspends the popular protest chant in a state of unease at ‘What Do We Want?’ 
Only in his protest, the ‘We’ never materialises. No rallying cry rises up in response to his 
question mark. How could it? It is not meant to. Rather than giving fellow critics, artists, 
curators, and museumgoers the chance to feel, if fleetingly, a sense of ‘suffering with, 
com-passion,’ so broken and absent from an art world unwilling even to speak ‘a word 
in behalf of the revolution,’ Swenson instead stages that brokenness in a manner no one 
could ignore.”5 (The punctuality of his protest must not be overlooked either, given that, 
as Sichel notes, the people coming and going between those hours “would have included 
primarily those associated with the art world: employees, curators, trustees, artists, 
and other invited guests leaving for and returning from lunch.”6 Both punctuality and 
punctuation come from the Latin punctum: a point.)

Emily Dickinson’s poetry is the quintessential example of the punctuation mark 
as a crucial mode of expression. Tracking Dickinson’s treatment of punctuation, Kamilla 

1  Paul Auster, City of Glass (1985), in The New York Trilogy: City of Glass, Ghosts, The 
Locked Room (New York: Penguin, 2006), 90.

2  Auster, City of Glass, 114.
3  Gregory Battcock, “Museum of Modern Art Hires Guards to Keep Swenson Out,” New York 

Free Press, 29 February 1968; reproduced in Jennifer Sichel, “‘Do You Think Pop Art’s Queer?’ Gene 
Swenson and Andy Warhol,” Oxford Art Journal 41, no. 1 (2018): 80.

4  Jill Johnston, “Dance Journal: Like a Boy in a Boat,” Village Voice, 11 September 1969, 17; 
cited in Sichel, “Do You Think Pop Art’s Queer?,” 71.

5  Sichel, “Do You Think Pop Art’s Queer?,” 80.
6  Sichel, “Do You Think Pop Art’s Queer?,” 80.
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Denman follows her from the “overuse of the exclamation mark”7 early on, through the 
important period during which “Dickinson becomes anarchic in her use of the dash, both 
in terms of its replacement of almost every other mark of punctuation and in its placement 
between almost every one of the parts of speech”8—Denman speaks of “the highly charged 
poems of 1861, written with more disrupting dashes than in any other year”9—followed 
by “a time of grim redefinition punctuated by weighty periods,”10 until, “at the end of 
her life, these marks increasingly fall away, leaving words and lines of poetry largely 
undirected and uncontrolled by the restrictions of punctuation.”11 At the same time, “the 
publication history of Dickinson’s poems chronicles . . . attempts by others to contain her 
explosive language, and nowhere is this more marked than in the editing of Dickinson’s 
punctuation.”12 It is of such editorial changes that Dickinson speaks when she laments 
the publication of “The Snake”: “Lest you meet my Snake and suppose I deceive it was 
robbed of me—defeated too of the third line by the punctuation. The third and fourth were 
one—I had told you I did not print . . .”13 Denman elaborates: “Dickinson used punctuation 
to create units of words, words that were one, enclosed within marks of punctuation and 
separated from other words by these marks. These units were not immutable, as is clear 
from the differing punctuation in various extant versions of the same poems.”14

Thus these specks are seen on the one hand as fundamental, as precisely what 
gives definition to discrete entities,15 holding each one together and separating them 
from each other, if only temporarily—the consequence of carelessly altering them is the 
ruinous decomposition of Dickinson’s lines, which were one before an editor’s question 
mark cleaved them in two—and on the other hand they are the inconsequential dust 
that gathers in the gaps between words, the symbol of the total loss of definition, 
the disintegration from a discrete, identifiable entity into the all-over surface of the 
undifferentiated surrounding space of the page, the volume, the room, the city: the 
surveilled subject become invisible; Swenson, the oppressed man, unremarked on the 
street as he “conducted his solitary protest . . . clad in a dark jacket, scarf, and gloves, 
wielding only his giant blue question mark.”16

In their functions and in the distinction and confusion between them, the em dash, 
en dash, and hyphen—three horizontal lines of punctuation of varying lengths, arguably 
quite similar, at once the simplest thing for the typographer to make and an exemplary 
point of fussiness in the typesetter’s craft17—are similarly characterized by shifts between 
separation, connection, and cohesion, influence and invisibility. And if as punctuation 

7  Kamilla Denman, “Emily Dickinson’s Volcanic Punctuation,” The Emily Dickinson Journal 
2, no. 1 (Spring 1993): 31.

8  Denman, “Emily Dickinson’s Volcanic Punctuation,” 32.
9  Denman, “Emily Dickinson’s Volcanic Punctuation,” 29–30.
10  Denman, “Emily Dickinson’s Volcanic Punctuation,” 30.
11  Denman, “Emily Dickinson’s Volcanic Punctuation,” 41.
12  Denman, “Emily Dickinson’s Volcanic Punctuation,” 23.
13  Denman, “Emily Dickinson’s Volcanic Punctuation,” 25.
14  Denman, “Emily Dickinson’s Volcanic Punctuation,” 29.
15  “I do not know if it has ever been noted before that one of the main characteristics of life is 

discreteness. Unless a film of flesh envelops us, we die.” Vladimir Nabokov, Pnin (London: Penguin, 
1997), 17.

16  Sichel, “Do You Think Pop Art’s Queer?,” 78.
17  Hi, Ali!
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marks dashes are not something people take much notice of—hyphens are substituted 
for them indiscriminately, and different dashes stand in for each other at random—as an 
artwork, a dash is almost nothing, barely noticeable at all. The result of an intervention 
into the ubiquitous contemporary typeface Suisse Int’l, the project Suisse Int’l LD thus 
takes both characterizations of punctuation seriously, insisting that the little differences 
in length between the em dash, en dash, and hyphen are consequential—are crucial, 
in fact—while at the same time disappearing into the near-invisibility of the micro-
difference, dwelling on a small distinction in the size of characters despite the fact that, 
quite apart from the proportions of each character across different typefaces, even the 
larger distinction between one character and another generally  goes unnoticed, and it is 
not particularly unusual to be unaware that three different characters exist at all.

Equally capable of going unnoticed, the project took the form of a functional 
typeface (it was only given a name for practical reasons—mainly so that the computer 
can differentiate it from the original when both are installed)18 and a specimen contrasting 
the old dash with the new one. Suisse Int’l LD differs from Suisse Int’l in that the original 
typeface’s inadequate em and en dashes (each in both regular and cap height) have 
been elongated across the eighteen-weight superfamily—a total of seventy-two altered 
dashes. The en dash is lengthened from 437 to 503 font units,19 and the em dash, more 
consequentially, from 659 to 829 font units. (The relatively long hyphen was left as-is.) 
At ten-point size, for example, the em dash in Suisse Int’l measures 2.28 mm long, while 
the one in Suisse Int’l LD is 2.96 mm long: a difference of .68 mm. In the specimen, in the 
interest of preserving traces of the process of making the work in the final product, the 
letters f, i, j, t, y, which were used to compare and experiment with typefaces while making 
the work, are converted into fijty—fijty = fifty-fifty = the overall organization of the work 
in pairs of near-equivalents = the title of the work Six of One, Half-Dozen the Other and so 
on. Significantly, this textual remnant of typographic tinkering was frequently read not as 
“fifty-fifty” but rather “fidgety fidgety.”20

18  Sorry, Derek.
19  The font unit is a relative unit of measurement whose absolute size is dependent the units-

per-em defined for a given typeface, usually 1000; the em, once the measure of a small piece of 
metal, is now most often a virtual field.

20  As observed by both Michelle Gay (February 2019) and Martha Ladly (IAMD Colloquium, 
October 2019). Nevertheless this agitation is not without precedent: “Let me repeat our principle: 
not to design new faces but to improve (where possible) and to develop the best, perfecting them 
to the utmost and making them conform to a governing principle as far as possible. Why is this 
conformation to a governing principle so important? Because we set such a store by being able 
to combine the letters harmoniously and without restriction. But is the typographer not free to 
combine as he likes? No, all he can do is combine the material available. And in our opinion that is 
too little.” Karl Gerstner, “The Old Berthold Sans-Serif on a New Basis,” in Designing Programmes 
(1964), 34; quoted in Kris Sowersby, “Söhne Design Information,” 26 November 2019, https://klim.
co.nz/blog/soehne-design-information/.



fijty fijty—

frbk
Suisse Int’l  —  235-point medium (reversed)

Suisse Int’l  —  10-point book (reversed)
Suisse Int’l LD  —  10-point book (reversed) & 235-point medium

Suisse Int’l  —  10-point book & 235-point medium (reversed)
Suisse Int’l LD  —  10-point book

Six of One, Half Dozen the Other
CR  /  January 2019



fijty—fijty

ins. left ins. right
Suisse Int’l  —  235-point medium (reversed)

Suisse Int’l  —  10-point book (reversed)
Suisse Int’l LD  —  10-point book (reversed) & 235-point medium

Suisse Int’l  —  10-point book & 235-point medium (reversed)
Suisse Int’l LD  —  10-point book

Six of One, Half Dozen the Other
CR  /  January 2019



fijty—fijty

ins. left ins. right
Suisse Int’l  —  235-point medium (reversed)

Suisse Int’l  —  10-point book (reversed)
Suisse Int’l LD  —  10-point book (reversed) & 235-point medium

Suisse Int’l  —  10-point book & 235-point medium (reversed)
Suisse Int’l LD  —  10-point book

Six of One, Half Dozen the Other
CR  /  January 2019



fijty fijty—

frbk
Suisse Int’l  —  235-point medium (reversed)

Suisse Int’l  —  10-point book (reversed)
Suisse Int’l LD  —  10-point book (reversed) & 235-point medium

Suisse Int’l  —  10-point book & 235-point medium (reversed)
Suisse Int’l LD  —  10-point book

Six of One, Half Dozen the Other
CR  /  January 2019
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Figures 1–4 (preceding pages). Suisse Int’l LD specimen (front, interior spread left, interior 
spread right, back): fidgety fidgety. Held up to the light the specimens provide a direct 
comparison of the two typefaces’ em dashes; when they are stacked, the dash appears 
across the spines. Reduced from original A3 format (visible in appendix C, figures 15 and 38)

Figure 5. OCADU Drawing and Painting Catalogue, 2019. Designed by Atanas Bozdarov, 
set in Suisse Int’l LD. Shown actual size. The prominent dash on the cover—“representing 
continuity”—went unremarked
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Figure 6. OCADU Drawing and Painting Catalogue credit line
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Figure 7. Confusion caused by the credit line
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Appendix C
418

All past events are more remote from our senses than the stars of the remotest 
galaxies, whose own light at least still reaches the telescopes. But the moment 
just past is extinguished forever, save for the things made during it.
 —George Kubler, The Shape of Time

Inspired by the frenetic exhibition schedule of Halifax’s OO Gallery in the 1990s,1 we 
co-opted an underutilized room (418) in OCAD’s 205 Richmond Street West building 
as a regular exhibition space—almost unconsciously designating it a “gallery” from the 
start—and despite regrettable dry spells produced a series of fifteen exhibitions, both seen 
and unseen, over the course of eleven months. Produced by varying combinations of Aisha 
Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Florence Yee, and myself, these collective exhibitions allowed us 
to explore various forms of collective authorship and to experiment with such exhibition 
models as the closed gallery and the empty gallery.

In a discussion of his film on Michael Asher’s famous Post-Studio course at Cal 
Arts, Redmond Entwistle says that Asher’s interpretation of the course was that it was “a 
question of work that was no longer in the studio and that was in the exhibition space—he 
was interested in critiquing work as it was meant to be seen by the viewer.”2 In formalizing 
the presentation of work-in-progress, conceptual experiments, and found objects or 
conditions as exhibitions, we were able to operate in between the workshopping mode 
of the studio critique and the cagier mode of the exhibition, and between provisionality 
and finality. We practiced not only making work but making exhibitions—beginning 
with a proposition, a title, an installation, or another impetus, resolving the show to our 
satisfaction, and sharing it with an audience (or not). The last one is going on as I write: 
mounted in the days before the school’s closure due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is a 
closed-gallery exhibition of a different kind, streaming from inside room 418 in a building 
that is now otherwise accessible only to custodians and security guards.

These occasions for making, selecting, arranging, and presenting were in turn 
occasions for documentation: the formalization into the exhibition format followed by the 
formalization of the exhibition through routine photographic documentation, lists of titles, 
dates, and participants, potentially the production of ephemera, and so on. (Entwistle also 
speaks of wanting “to try to understand our obsession—my own included—with these 
documents of ephemeral practices, and what the nature of this nostalgia is.”)3

1  As described to Atanas Bozdarov and myself by Michelle Gay during a studio visit in room 
418, 16 February 2019. Established in 1992 in a former bookstore space in Halifax’s north end by Robert 
Bean, Michelle Gay, Barbara Lounder, David Miller, Marcus Miller, Mindy Miller, and others, the gallery 
presented some sixty exhibitions in its first year of operation. OO’s responsive incorporation of what 
remained of the previous occupant’s signage (b—oo—kstore) and the (almost) invisible or unseen nature 
of a piece by David Miller were also important points of reference which permeate the 418 exhibitions.

2  Redmond Entwistle, “In Focus: Redmond Entwistle,” interview by Mike Sperlinger, Frieze 
online, 1 September 2012, https://frieze.com/article/focus-redmond-entwistle?language=en.

3  Entwistle, “In Focus: Redmond Entwistle.”
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418 Exhibitions, May 2019–June 2020

After Living with Things
10–14 May 2019
Aisha Ali, Craig Rodmore, Florence Yee
Retrospective ephemera Atanas Bozdarov, Craig Rodmore, Lucia Wallace

Gallery Closed for the Queen
17–20 May 2019
Atanas Bozdarov, Florence Yee

Gallery Closed for Renovations
28–30 May, 1–6 June 2019
Craig Rodmore, Florence Yee

Studio Exhibition for Ali
31 May 2019
Atanas Bozdarov, Craig Rodmore

Better Homes and Gardens
7–10 June 2019
Aisha Ali, Andalah Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Craig Rodmore, Florence Yee

Unwritten Rules of Territoriality
16 June–2 July 2019
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Craig Rodmore

Sorry Derek
15–18 August 2019 (in Graduate Gallery)
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Craig Rodmore, Florence Yee

Back
23–29 August, 4–20 September 2019
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Cayden Johnson, Craig Rodmore,
Angus Tarnawsky, Florence Yee

Gallery Closed for Labour Day
30 August–3 September 2019
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov

Packaging
21–23 September 2019
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Craig Rodmore, Florence Yee

Delivery
18–24 October 2019
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov
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Incomplete
20 December 2019–9 January 2020 (in Graduate Gallery)
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Craig Rodmore

Season’s Greetings
20 December 2019–7 January 2020
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Craig Rodmore

Closed for Dress Rehearsal
16 March 2020
Aisha Ali, Florence Yee

Alternate Forms of Delivery
18 March–24 April 2020 (extended to at least 1 June)
Aisha Ali, Atanas Bozdarov, Inbal Newman, Craig Rodmore, Florence Yee
Ephemera Craig Rodmore

Figures 1–2 (following page). Sites of the 418 exhibitions: room 418 (top) and the 
Graduate Gallery (bottom) at 205 Richmond Street West. Scale 1/32″ =  1′ 0″. Drawings 
made in collaboration with Barbra Moss
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After Living with Things
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Figure 3. After Living with Things. An exhibition of work and ephemera from the fall 
and winter terms and the first-year exhibition Living with Things (3–7 April 2019)—a 
revisiting, stock-taking, cleansing, and literal spring cleaning. Most signs for 418 
exhibitions were lettered by Florence Yee; some are forgeries by Aisha Ali made at the 
time, and three are forgeries made by AA later to replace missing signs. Occasionally a 
poster was generated on a computer
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Figure 4 (preceding page, top). Rotten oranges, Aisha Ali’s contribution to the Living 
with Things sub-exhibition Sorry No Teal in a time-out, and the pamphlet for the Flo gang 
trapped in a mesh sac

Figure 5 (preceding page, bottom). Clockwise from bottom: box of nails in mesh fruit-
packing material, hell money in steel bowl (FY), a straw broom that became a regular 
feature of 418 exhibitions, hammer and nails

Figure 6. Plants (CR) and dead tulips from Living with Things opening encased in mesh sac
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Gallery Closed for the Queen
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Figure 7. Gallery Closed for the Queen. The first of several closed-gallery exhibitions, 
this one over the Victoria Day long weekend and consisting only of signage and the room 
booking; the plinths from After Living with Things remained in place
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Gallery Closed for Renovations
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Figure 8. Gallery Closed for Renovations. A placeholder closed-gallery exhibition while 
half the gang was away; repairs to walls and ceiling and general cleaning actually were 
undertaken during this period
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Figure 9. The plinths from After Living with Things are still in place

Figures 10–11 (following page). Holes and assorted hardware in the ceiling prior to repairs
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Studio Exhibition for Ali
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Figure 12. An exhibition installed for a studio visit by Ali Qadeer 

Figures 13–16 (following pages). Installation views and details. Wall repairs are visible 
in figure 14. The sweepings in figure 16, left over from Gallery Closed for Renovations, 
remained for several subsequent exhibitions (see for example figure 21)
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Better Homes and Gardens
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Figure 17. Better Homes and Gardens. A thematic exhibition proposed after reading a 
newspaper article about millennials preferring plants to sex; a combination of recent work, 
works produced in response to the theme, and recurring 418 artifacts
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Figure 18 (preceding page, top). Plant, Plants (CR), reclining plinth on cushion, potted 
green paint chips, veneer strips, straw broom. The broom has been relocated, but the 
sweepings remain in place (see figure 21)

Figure 19 (preceding page, bottom). This Level Belongs to Sheetal (AB/FY; plastic level, 
nails, paint chips, replica paint chip), plant, Plants

Figure 20. Fibreglass ladder, fun fur, Low Maintenance Gardening, photograph from the 
series One with Nature (CR).
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Figure 21. Topiary books (AA; eleven unbound volumes), mesh orange sac, sweepings
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Figure 22. Blue low-tack masking tape, mesh orange sac, folded paper, cotton gloves in 
resealable plastic bag, switch plates, Florence’s hammer
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Unwritten Rules of Territoriality
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Figure 23. Unwritten Rules of Territoriality. A provocation for urban space: full-scale 
maquette (adapted to material dimensions) of a sidewalk-blocking ramp providing access 
to Rudy’s french fries from 205 Richmond Street (AA/AB/CR) and fake development 
proposal sign (AA/AB/CR; figure 26).

Figures 24–25 (following page, top to bottom). Display of all relatively useless scraps 
from the process, demonstrating the least work, least waste approach (including adapted 
dimensions); and the dismantled parts of the ramp, a few joint experiments, printouts, etc.

Figure 26 (second page following, top). Fake development proposal sign posted at Rudy’s

Figure 27 (second page following, bottom). The source of the exhibition’s title and 
conceptual direction: a discarded textbook taken to place under a meal of Rudy’s french 
fries purchased and eaten between cardboard-carrying runs from 100 McCaul Street 
to 205 Richmond Street, in which a reader had noted the passage “unwritten rules of 
territoriality”
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Sorry Derek
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Figure 28. Sorry Derek. An exhibition of work and ephemera from the four-person 
summer independent study/mini-studio with Derek Sullivan
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Figures 29–30 (preceding page). Installation views

Figures 31. Installation view showing Florence Observed, latex replica balloon, and blue 
chambray Elizabethan ruff (see figures 76–78)
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Figures 32–33 (preceding page). Artifacts from the process of making Florence Observed: 
Hotel Signs and Topiaries (AA/CR; see figure 35) and Untitled Object Fabricated and 
Rejected (Judd Ramp) (AB/CR; see figure 36), including alternate versions of Florence 
Observed assembled from printing failures, boxes made from FedEx envelopes (see also 
figure 46), and three copies of a fake Whitechapel volume on accessibility, two in bubble 
wrap (AB)

Figure 34. The marked contrast between the density of Florence’s independently installed 
corner and the sparcity of the rest of the space was noted on one of the posters for the show
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Figure 35. Florence Observed: Hotel Signs and Topiaries (AA/CR; perfect-bound book, 
51/2 × 81/2″, 128 pages) and a replica balloon (AB; latex, approx. 23/4″ long)
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Figure 36. Untitled Object Fabricated and Rejected (Judd Ramp) (AB/CR; glass-green 
acrylic, corrugated cardboard, toner-based print on Tyvek, blue low-tack masking tape, 
four copies of Donald Judd’s Writings, modified paperclips, 6 × 32 × 24″); the accompanying 
photograph (laser print on baryta inkjet paper, 8 × 10″) is visible in figures 29–30
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Back
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Figure 37. Back. An exhibition of the backs of various works inspired by a remark by Josef 
Müller-Brockmann: asked what he regarded as his best work, Müller-Brockmann replied, 
“the white reverse sides of my posters!”1

Figure 38 (following page, top). Works on the table in the foreground include, at upper 
left, the dream book (CR) read aloud in a performance by Florence Yee for After Living 
with Things (visible in the background in figure 3), to its right the documentation of 
the first iteration of Limited Time Only (AA/AB/CR), and beneath that the specimen 
for Suisse Int’l LD (CR; see appendix B). At right is Atanas Bozdarov’s taped-together 
marquetry—the surface of a ramp that appears in figures 12–14

Figure 39 (following page, bottom). At lower centre on the table in the foreground is one 
of the two posters for Sorry Derek. To its right are the book Plants (CR; see also figures 
3, 6, and 17–19), and the pamphlet for Sorry No Teal which doubles as a handy “no” sign. 
Primarily a tabletop exhibition, works also leaned against the walls

1  Josef Müller-Brockmann, “Reputations: Josef Müller-Brockmann,” interview by Yvonne 
Schwemer-Scheddin, Eye 19, vol. 5 (Winter 1995), http://www.eyemagazine.com/feature/ article/
reputations-josef-muller-brockmann.
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Gallery Closed for Labour Day
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Figure 40. Gallery Closed for Labour Day. A closed-gallery exhibition installed before the 
long weekend during which the sound of fireworks could be heard eminating from inside 
the space. The glazing to the left of the door was blocked. Inside, a tablet showing a video 
recording of fireworks sat atop a small speaker
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Figure 41. The inaccessible space. Masking tape on the floor indicates the location of the 
tables in Back, which was subsequently reinstalled
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Figure 42. Tablet with fireworks video, speaker, cables, power adapter
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Packaging
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Figure 43. Packaging. An exhibition of containers used to transport and store our work, 
perhaps inspired by Andy Warhol’s commercial illustration–period nickname “Andy 
Paper Bag.”  Writing on his Fedex works, Walead Beshty speaks of a “corporate modular”: 
“Federal Express not only owns the design of the box but also the specific volume of 
space contained within the box. . . . The volume of space is proprietary.”1 Adopting these 
proprietary volumes, Beshty’s FedEx works foreground a process that is “often treated 
as a mute support of the work of art and its exhibition. The logistics required to move 
art objects through the world, which are dependent on expansive international systems, 
occur in off hours and out of view, despite being massive undertakings and central to the 
. . . work’s availability to an audience.”2 Operating at the scale of the tinkerer, Packaging 
showed something like the reverse: mass produced, standardized packaging personalized 
in various ways and modified to suit its particular contents—cardboard FedEx mailing 
sleeves fashioned into boxes in the middle of the night, envelopes folded to new 
proportions, and so on

1  Walead Beshty, “On the Conditions of Handling, Process, and Display of FedEx Works,” 
accessed 27 December 2019, https://www.actionstakenunderthefictitiousnamewaleadbeshtystudios 
inc.com/on-the-conditions-of-handling-process-and-display-of-fedex-works-2008.

2  Beshty, “On the Conditions of Handling, Process, and Display of FedEx Works.”
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Figure 44. Detail of the fifteen-foot-long tabletop display. The packaging at top right 
contains suppressed ephemera later used to produce other ephemera not shown in this 
document

Figures 45–46 (following page). Details of the tabletop. The boxes constructed from 
reconstituted FedEx envelopes just visible in the top right of figure 46 were used to 
transport Florence Observed and also appeared in Sorry Derek (see figures 28 and 32–33): 
the individualization of the “corporate modular”
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Figure 47 (preceding page, top). The cart at lower left reappears in Delivery (figure 50)

Figure 48 (preceding page, bottom). The larger box contained the veneer samples that 
were used in the ramp surface that appears in figures 12–14 and 38–39 and in Better Homes 
and Gardens (figures 17–18)

Figure 49. The ever-present FedEx packaging
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Delivery
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Figure 50. Delivery. A post-colloquium return to 418, the exhibition consisted of materials 
from Packaging, returned to the space on the same cart they were removed with 
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Incomplete
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Figure 51. Incomplete. An exhibition of work in progress at the end of the fall 2019 term

Figures 52–55 (following pages). Found conditions from a previous installation by 
Florence Yee. Plinths and lighting were left as found—save some slight straightening up of 
the plinths
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Figure 56. First stage of installation by AA and CR: objects are installed on the plinths, 
and a few others in relation to those

Figures 57–58. First stage of installation
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Figure 59. Second stage of installation by AA and CR: metal cherubs and small television

Figures 60–61 (following page). Second stage of installation
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Figure 62. Second stage of installation: wires are foregrounded from both directions (see 
also figures 61 and 72)

Figures 63–66 (following pages). Third stage of installation: the following day, AB 
responds to what has been set up by AA and CR on the basis of the found arrangment 
of plinths; ramps and wax cane tips are added. Other small objects are placed and 
adjustments made by AA, AB, and CR. Lighting remains as set for the previous installation
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Figure 67. Third stage of installation
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Figure 68. Plaster statuette (AA/CR), Practice record (AB/CR), silicone casting from cane 
tip end (AB)
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Figure 69. Foreground, left to right: silicone mould for Limited Time Only (CR), latex 
cherub (AA), Local Refuse (CR; a final adjustment to the installation by DS); background, 
left to right: Inside-Out Latex Cane Tip (CR), talcum powder–dusted wax cherub (AA/CR) 
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Figure 70. Wax cherub (AA/CR) and Inside-Out Latex Cane Tip (CR)

Figure 71 (following page, top). Object found in mouldmaking studio placed on stain found 
in Graduate Gallery (CR)—“is this part of it, or just here?”

Figure 72 (following page, bottom). Latex plaque (CR), small television (AA). For want of 
a media player, the small television is not showing a looping video of topiaries trapped in 
an eternally revolving door; nevertheless, the screen has been placed directly opposite the 
gallery door
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Season’s Greetings
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Figure 73. Season’s Greetings. An exhibition consisting of a turned charcoal cane tip (AB) 
and a sealed package of festive napkins found in the studio pantry. Mounted out of a 
sense of obligation to 418, the exhibition was conceived following Incomplete critique, 
documentation, and debriefing, and installed on the way out of the building on the last day 
of access before the winter break. It ran throughout the closure and reopening, and was 
deinstalled after Macedonian New Year
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Figure 74. Charcoal cane tip
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Figure 75. Festive napkins
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Closed for Dress Rehearsal
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Figure 76. Closed for Dress Rehearsal. To test the livestream for Alternate Forms of 
Delivery, a plaster cherub (AA/CR) dons a blue chambray Elizabethan ruff (AA; see also 
figures 29 and 31)

Figure 77 (following page, top). Plaster cherub in ruff

Figure 78 (following page, bottom. Livestream
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Alternate Forms of Delivery
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Figure 79. Alternate Forms of Delivery. A closed-gallery exhibition installed in the days 
before the school closed its doors due to the COVID-19 pandemic. A livestream (hosted 
at twitch.tv/aaabcr for the duration of the exhibition) from a webcam inside 418 shows 
a photograph (CR) of a sign reading SORRY WE WILL BE BACK SHORTLY, originally 
installed in the CCP-curated incoming IAMD exhibition Co- in fall 2018, and a computer 
viewing the same streaming video

Figures 80–81. Installation views
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Figure 82. Livestream as it appeared 1 April 2020, 3:30 p.m. As of 7 May the stream has 
had 255 unique views

Figures 83–84 (following page). The invitation (CR) shows five isolated faces, their outlines 
vibrating with the RGB fringing of the webcams that connect the locked-up exhibition space 
to the outside world and the institution’s denizens to each other. Shown actual size (A6)
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Appendix D
Partial Fulfilment: Preliminary Scheme for the Thesis Exhibition
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Appendix D
Partial Fulfilment: Preliminary Scheme for the Thesis Exhibition

As it became clear that there would be no timely opportunity to meet in person—let 
alone onsite—to develop a plan for the ghost thesis exhibition, looking at the Incomplete 
installation at the end of the fall term (see appendix C, figures 51–72) suggested an 
adequate solution.

In that case two of us installed initially in two stages in response to the as-
found arrangement of plinths in the gallery, then one installed in response to the result, 
followed by smaller-scale tinkering by all three. A similar approach was taken via email 
exchange and the passing back and forth of a vector file. Colour coding in seven colours—
representing AA, AB, CR, AA/AB, AA/CR, AB/CR, and AA/AB/CR—identified the (co-)
authorship of the work and the comments.

While it remains a work in progress, the plan and exhibition checklist sketched 
here were made on the basis of that drawing exchange. This is an approximation. As was 
the intention before the closure, the exhibition is entitled Partial Fulfilment.

At the side entrance (A) is the Limited Time Only plaque (01; AB/CR). (The 
original Limited Time Only vinyl signage is on the front of the building [02; AA/AB/CR]). 
Inside, at the bottom of the stairs, is the book of 418 exhibitions (03; CR), Appendix C—
not identical with the appendix C in this document, and both more and less informative 
than it, but evidently some kind of exhibition-related didactic material. One can go no 
farther, though: reprising a piece from Sorry No Teal, a simple ramp (04; AB) makes the 
stairs unusable, so one would have to go around to the front entrance (B) where there are 
stairs and an elevator. It is likely that this gesture would have to be removed, at which 
point it would lean on the adjacent wall, a monochrome accompanying the books, and 
someone able to enter by the side door would encounter the Experimental Media Space 
next. Inside the building there is no sequence to the spaces, and elements in one location 
frequently have equivalents in others.

The three exhibition spaces are the Experimental Media Space (EMS), the 
Graduate Gallery, and room 118; the circulation that connects the three spaces to each 
other and to the front and side entrances of the building is also utilized.

At the entrance to each space is a publication in the place where one expects a 
catalogue or other information about the exhibition. Outside EMS are the Local Refuse 
books (05; CR)—catalogues of waste photographed mainly in the city street, often at night 
on the way home from the school. Inside the room, visible from the door, a video of a topiary 
trapped in the glass of a endlessly revolving door loops on a small television (06; AA).

Outside the graduate gallery are copies of forged Whitechapel series book 
Accessibility (07; AB)—entirely blank inside. (Perhaps the hopeful reader has just passed 
a small ramp in a corner [08; AB] and stepped through the shattered cane tips on the floor 
[09; AB].) Inside are a number of ramp sculptures (10; AB; AA/AB; AB/CR), a set of books 
of photographs of topiaries (11; AA), and a pair of stools (12, 13; CR).

Another small ramp (14) sits by the elevator. Outside 118 is Florence Observed: 
Hotel Signs and Topiaries (15; AA/CR); inside the room, a peculiar bit of garden statuary 
(16; AA/CR) awaits.

Iterations of Limited Time Only are adjacent to both building entrances. A topiary 
triangle is formed by works in EMS and the graduate gallery and outside 118 (06, 11, 15).
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Figure 1. Partial Fulfilment. A preliminary scheme for the thesis exhibition. Three thesis 
exhibitions are seamlessly interspersed. Base drawing by Barbra Moss
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Checklist

01 Limited Time Only, version 3 (AA/AB/CR), 2019–20
 Bronze, 81/2 × 11 × 19/64″

02 Limited Time Only, version 1 (AB/CR), 2019–20
 Vinyl signage, 44 × 441/2″

03 Appendix C (CR), 2020
 Casebound book, 81/2 × 11″

04 Teal Angle (AB), 2019
 Cardboard and acrylic paint, 84 × 48 × 1/2″

05 Local Refuse 2019/08/25–2019/12/19 (CR), 2019
 Unbound book, 81/2 × 11″, 108 pages

 Local Refuse 2019/12/22–2020/03/19 (CR), 2020
 Unbound book, 81/2 × 11″, 108 pages

06 “The body no longer knows inside and outside but only a continuous state of ‘being
 in the middle,’ no longer knows any borders but only potential margins, no definite
 point of passage but only a continuous state of transition” (AA), 2019
 Looping video on small white television; 91/2 × 10 × 11″, screen 8 × 6″ (10″ diagonal)

07 Whitechapel (AB), 2019
 Perfect-bound books, 81/4 × 6 × 7/8″

08 Ramp (AB), 2019
 Mixed media, 6 × 32 × 24″

09 Cane tip fragments on floor (AB), 2020
 Charcoal and wax

10 Ramp sculptures (AB; AA/AB; AB/CR), 2018–20
 Various media, each 6 × 32 × 24″

11 Topiary (AA), 2019
 Eleven unbound books, each 4 × 6″, stacked height 13/8″

12 Max Lamb DIY Chair Stool (CR), 2019–20
 Baltic birch plywood, brass screws, 41.4 × 34.2 × 34.2 cm

13 Forward/Backward Slant Judd Chair Stool (CR), 2020
 Reclaimed walnut-look melamine-faced particle board, 41.4 × 34.2 × 34.2 cm
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14 Ramp (AB), 2020
 Mixed media, 6 × 32 × 24″

15 Florence Observed: Hotel Signs and Topiaries (AA/CR), 2019/2020
 Perfect-bound book, 51/2 × 81/2″, 128 pages

16 Heaven Is a Place on Earth (AA/CR), 2019–20
 Bronze statuette patinated to look like plaster painted to look like bronze,
 71/2 × 51/4 × 133/4″  (irreg.)



Appendix E
Local Refuse 2019/08/25–2019/12/19
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Appendix F
Local Refuse 2019/12/22–2020/03/19
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